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Calloway County 4-H clubs sent,
with the help of Murray business
men and parents, eight members
to Lexington last week at attend
the State Convention. The delegaOWNERS' CONSENT
IS REQUIREMENT top was composed of a Home
Practice Team, a Farm Practice
Potti.circplated, here .. th.at Team, a Clothing Judge and three
County Treasurer Treman Beale deIegathh:- '—
had been ordered by Fiscal Court
Evelyn Lou Lockhart and Marto Pay off $15,000 to 120,000 in tha Nell Stark demonstrated "First
Calloway county bonds not yet Aid" in the Home Practice condue are not entirely accurate.
Fifty-three teams entered
test.
The matter was discussed at the and the Calloway team placed
regular June meettnr -of the court, fifth. They received recognition
the 9th, but no formal order was on Friday night by being called
to the stage and presented ribentered.
before the entire convenConfusion doubtless artse from bons
the fact that County Judge E. P. tion consisting of about 700 memPhillips suggested to the court that bers from over the state. They
also won a $10 check. This team
such pre-payments be made after
Mr. Beale had reported a surplus was trained by Miss Sallie Howof approximately $20,000 in the ard who is club leader of the
county treasury. All due bonds Lynn Grove 4-H Club. She at
tended the conference with the
have been retired. .
team.
According to information gatherThis a very fine showing for
ed by The Ledger & Times the
court suggested that bonds due in girls in the second year club work.
1937 and 1938 be taken up pro- It speaks excellent for the leader
vided the holders of the' bond? are who has been without the aid of
willing to surrender them. The a Home Demonstration Agent to
bonds are not callable and cannot help her. Calloway county 4-H
be paid until due without consent girls are handicapped without this
service.
of their owners.
The Training School Farm PracMr. Beale said that the surplus
was made possible by Calloway's tice team mixed poultry feed as
share of the old general sales tax their demonstration th place fourlaw, repealed by the 1936 general teehth out of 55 teams. Wade
assembly, of which counties of Graham and James Dale Clopton
Kentucky received a portion *
the basis of. population and area.

Your Business

GOVERNOR MAKES
10 APPOINTMENTS
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"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon June 18, 1936

TREASURER NOT Lynn Grove Girls Demonstration
OPEN-AIR CHURCH
Teams Wins 2nd Junior Week Prize
ORDERED TO PAY
SERVICES PLANNED
Training School Boys Team
Among 55 at
CALLOWAY BONDS 14th Lexington
4.•
Use of $20,000 Surplus Suggested to Fiscal Court
Here Last Week

were on this team. This team
placed high enough to get a small
check which is to be mailed this
week. These boys did fine because
they competed against much older
boys.
The other delegates were: Rebecca Armstrong and Alvis Edward
Jones. Lynn Grove Club; James
Ewell Erwin. Smotherrnan Club;
and Robert L. Hendon from county
4-H club members who are not
close enough.- to-a club to attend.

MRS. BERT LEWIS
CALLED MONDAY
Husband Died 31 Years Ago: Made
Home With Sons Hatien
and Dewey.
Mrs. Bert Lewis, 67, died Monday at the home of her son, near
Macedonia church, east _of Hazel,
following a long illness. Mrs.
Lewis' husband died in 1905.
She is survived by a daughter,
Mrs. Monnie Mitchell, of the
county; three sons, flatten Lewis,
this county; Dewey Lewis. Hopkinsville and Ted Lewis, Detroit;
a sister, Mrs. Ed Lovins and seven
brothers.
She was a life-long member of
the Methodist church.
Funeral services were conducted
from Macedonia Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock by the Rev. J.
H. Thurman and burial was in the
church cemetery.
Nephews were pallbearers. They
were, Otis and Guy Lovins, Aylon
and Hoyt McClure, Gleneth Wisehart and Gilmer McClure.
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WATER SYSTEM AT
HAZEL IS STARTED
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2500 Present When
Ryan Gives Bicycles
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3 OUT-OF-TOWN
TEAMS BOOKED

Dr. Hugh L. Houston
Added to MSTC Staff

County Physicians
To Elect Secretary

Offer to Redeem
Tobacco Warrants
Made by Wallace

102 Here Wednesday
Sets a June Record

armful
.n.
r make
should

Jim Keel Cured
the Prize Hams

The prize-winning hams submitM. E. and Christian Congrega- ted by Laverne Wallis at the Onward Kentucky Exposition in
tions to Worship on
Frankfort and which won so much
School Field.
and so wide comment in addition
Nex Sunday night the Methodist to the rich prizes, were cured by
and Christian churches will leave Jim Keel, instead of Fred Keel as
'
their church buildings for the cool previously announced.
The Ledger di Times is delighted
breezes of the high school athletic
field to hold their Sunday night to make this correction, to give
service. This practice, it was an- Mr. Keel proper credit for his
nounced, will prevail throughout wonderful work and to congratuthe warm hummer months and will late him_ upon lila achieverrient..
enable every one to attend a worship service in comfort. The athletic field has frequently been referred to, as the coolest spot in
town.
In times of inclement weather, it
has beenhaeranged to hold the services in the High School audi- Murray Independent Softball Club
torium.
Plays Here Friday, Monday,
The Rev. 0. A. Marrs, pastor of
Next Friday Nights.
the Methodist Church and the Rev.
Chrisof
the
A. V. Havens, pastor
Fans who have been coming out
tian Church, will alternate in to the softball games in increased
preaching for the services. Rev. numbers this summer will be reHavens will inaugurate the series galed with three more excellent
next Sunday night. These minis- tilts booked
with out-of-town
ters and their churches have is- 'teams within the next week.
sued an invitation to both church . Friday
night
the
Mayfield
members and non-members to Bakers will be here for a tussle
avail themselves of the advantages with the Independents, next Monof these meetings.
day night the Presnell Tires, PaduThe services will be short, not cah. will appear on high school
and
hour
lasting more than one
field and next Friday night both
will begin .promptly at 7:45 each the boys and girls teams of Merit,
Sunday night.,
Mayfield. will be on the board for
contests against the Murray lads
and lasses respectively.
Hafford Parker has been pitching some beautiful games for
Murray but his support has not yet
Dr. Hugh L. Houston has been, reached the merit that he is ennamed college physician, effective titled to.
Last Friday night, the Merit
with the opening of the fall semesteam of Mayfield beat Murray,
ter in September
Dr. Houston's duties with the'col- 6-1. on only five hits off Hafford.
lege will be part-time and he will At the same time the hard-hitting
continue to maintain his offices in youngsters on our side were held
the Keys-Houston clinic-hospital, to four blows. The girls were
which he opened several months overwhelmed 13-3 by the Merit
girls in-a--4-inning preliminary.
ago.
He is the son of Dr. and Mrs.
E. B. Houston, Murray, and a graduate of Murray State College. Dr.
Houston Obtained his Master's Degree from the University of Kentucky and his medical degree from
There will be a general meetVanderbilt University, where he ing of the Calloway county Mediwon high. honors.
al Society tonight at 7:30 in the
Peoples Savings Bank with Dr.
Bob Mason presiding.
The program for the night will
be a lecture and probably a film
on tuberculosis by a Doctor Floyd
of the State Board of Health.
It is also planned to elect a secSecretary Wallace has made an retary to take the place
of the late
offer to redeem tobacco tax-pay- Dr. W. H. Graves.
ment warrants issued to any pros,
ducer who signed a tobacco production adjustment contract and
who received such warrants after
the sale of his tobacco and after
payment of the tax imposed by
the Kerr Tobacco Act. This offer
W. M. Majors, 21, Murray Route
applies to contracting producers of
Burley, flue-cured, fire-cured, dark 6, and Rorie Lou Ethridge, 21,
air-cured, and cigar-leaf tobacco. Farmington. The license was'issued
Contracting producers holding June 12.
P. M. Shrader, 22, Hazel, and
warrante• that are eligible fat redemption are advised to file appli- Dorothy Broodway, 22, Paris, Tenn.
cations immediately with the--To- The license was issued June 12.
Dolphus Key, 24, Hazel, and
bacco Section of the Agricultural
Adjustment Administration, Wash- Fredda Lee Snow, 21, Paris, Tenn.
ington, D. C. The funds appropri- The license was issued June 13.
H. B. Hurd, 70, Benton, and Carated for the redemption of these
warrants are available only until rie Allen. 40, Benton. The license
September 1, 1936, and no checks Was issued June 13.
can be issued- after that date.
Forma to be used by contracting
producers in filing their applications for the redemption of these
warrants, together with the regulations governing such redemptions - If a swarm of bees that settled
are available at the county agent's In the chimney at the home of
Elsworth Williams, Strhoh, decide
office.
Only warrants issued to pro- to stay very long, Mr. Williams
ducers who signed Tobacco pro- will not have to go far to get
duction adjustment contracts are honey for his table.
.
The bees that swarmed into the
eligible to be redeemed. Warrants
issued to' producers who did not chimney a short time ago should
sign contracts cannot be redeemed, live in come,arative ease for there
and no applications for the re- has not been a fire in this particudemption of such warrants can be lar chimney for five years. Ordinarily bees do not swarm in a chimaccepted.
ney, Mr. Williams stated.
Mr. Williams resides in the old
FRANKFORT, Kit., June 15—
Petitions purportedly signed by Rev. W. J. Beale home.
9,000 Covington children protestWASHINGTON, June 15—New
ing against the ice cream tax that
goes into effect July 1 were pre- Support for President Roosevelt
sented to Governer Chandler today came today from Senator Norris,
by a delegation of six hhildren led- Nebraska's Indedepent Republi'
. Alf M.
by Miss Catherine Donovan of can who calls Governor
Landoe, a man "nobody knows."
Covington.

Bailey Pitt has purchased the
interest of Raymond Hamlin in
Collegiate Inn. Mr. Pitt, a native
of -Murray, has resided in LouisTalbot Placed in All-Important ville for the past several years.
Finance Post: Parch
Lloyd Allbritten, whoa was one of WPA Project, Costing $21,000 ExNameL
pected To Be Finished
the founders of the business, reIn 90 Days,
mains as a partner as in the past.
FRANKFORT, Ky., June 15—
. 14"ing sWEtLY 1.43" pit into full
T. C. Collie.;"popular young MurWork began last week on the
force the Governmental Reorgani- ray man. has taken the local City of Hazel water emits saretern.
zation Act pulsed by the 1938 Gen- agency for the Connecticut Mutual The plant. pipes and appurtenances
eral Assembly during one of its Life Insurance Co. Mr. Collie ex- will involve a total cost of approxspecial sessions, Gov. A. B. Chand- pects to open an office shortly.
imately $21,000.00 and is expected
ler today made ten permanent apto be finished within 90 days.
pointments, set in operation two
The system is being put in as
Wallis Drug is adding a new and
new agencies of the State Govern- modern fountain. The store was a WPA project and W. H. Miller,
ment and prepared to reorganize recently purchased by Gingles treasurer of the town of Hazel, has
the entire Governmental structure Wallis from Mr. H. P. Wear, who already received the government's
by July 1, the final date for put- has retired from business after check for $14,092.22 to be applied
ting the Reorganization Act in ef- more than half a century of ser- on the job.
fect.
vice here.
By executive order. the GovThe new fountain is another
ernor set up the new department item eft the lute list of changes
of finance and budgetary control and improvements that Mr. Wallis
and the new department of rev- has made in the store's interior and
enue. As head of the Department arrangements..
H. B. Arnold. local government
of Finance he appointed J. Dan
weather man, said the thermomTalbott, Bardstown, as CommisThe Grogan Realty Co., has been eter reached a maximum of 102
sioner of Finance. Talbott had organized here with Rep. Ben Gro- here Wednesday; the highest ever
as
State
Insurance
been acting
gan as manager and will do a gen- recorded in Murray during the
Commissioner since the— first of eral real estate business. Mr. Gro- month of June.
this year.
The county is beginning to suffer
gan said that his firm would also
Prof. James W. Martin, bor- handle rents and leases and en- seriously for rain and though scatrowed by the Administration early gage in ,general property manage- tered showers were predicted Wedthis year from the University of ment of city and rural property. nesday none materialized in this
Kentucky to serve as acting chair- Mr. Grogan will also carry on a vicinity. In several sections fru-mei-S. are hauling water and many
man of the State Tax Commission, general collection agency.
An office will be opened in a acres of tobacco ground have not
was appointed commissioner in
yet been set. Pastures. are also
charge of the Department of Rev- few days.
.....
drying up.
enue. As associate commissioners
Governor
appointed
Dr.
the
Charles J. Turck, until today
Local Group Attends
President of Centre College at
Baptist Union Retreat
Danville, and Emory G. Dent,
Bowling Green. former member
Drawing some 2500 men, women,
Mrs. Ralph Churchill, R. H. Falof the State Highway Commission. and children to Murray. Saturday, well Jr„ Flora Allcock and Annie
Martin. Turcit.and Dent will com- June 13, Ryans gave the two bi- Rogers are attending the annual
pose the new State Tax Commis- cycles to Jimmie Robinson. son of Young Peoples Baptist Union Resion within the Department of Mr. and Mrs. Talmage Robinson, treat held at Ridgecrest. North
Revenue.
West Main street. and Nella Jean Carolina. They were accompanied
Schneider, Willapit and Smith Workman, young daughter of Mr. by Misses Evelyn and Julia HamMrs. Raymond Workman, mock of Sturgis. They are expectwill be in •charge of divisions un- and
der the new Department of Blasi- Lynn Grove.
ed to return to Murray today.
The drawing was held on the
ness Regulation, of which Former
The Rev. R. S. Jones, a native
Gov. J. C. W. Beckham will be Court Square, across the street son of Calloway, son of Mr. and
appointed commissioner in charge. from the store, at the appointed Mrs. L. Clint Jones, executive sec,
Their Salaries, to be fixed later time.'3:30 p. m. Eugene Boyd, of retary of the Foreign Mission
by the Governor,, may not exceed the Ledger & Times staff, Ronald Board, Richmond. Va., is attending
Chtmchill and Ebb Clark acted as the meet, addressing the group of
$4,500 a year.
The Governor made permanent judges and officials for the draw- young Baptists. He will go from
the appointment of Walter W. ing. The drawing was carried off Rridgecrest to Nashville and thence
Mulbry, Sadieville, as secretary in a very orderly way and all who here for a short visit with his parof the Governor's Cabinet and attended were very pleased with ents before returning to Richsecretary to the Governor at a the process of the drawing. City mond.
combined salary not to exceed officials acted in the capacity of
$5.000 a year. He appointed Don- directing traffic off the business
ald Putnam, Ashland, as a mem- area while the drawing took place.
ber of the board of regents of
Morehead State Teachers College 3 Escaped Prisoners
to fill a vacancy caused by the
From Jail Are Caught A number of Murray merchants
resignation last week of State
are evidencing interest in a credit
Rose,
Olive
Hill.
Senator J. M.
Hafford James, Coy Fulcher, and clearing bureau, which is being
All Calloway school teachers
Tilbott's Post Important
"Hambone" Stubblefield, are back proposed here. A plan will be
must
pass a physical examination
As Commissioner of Finance, in the county jail after escaping submitted within a few days.
Talbott 'will be, next to the Gov-, Friday, June 12.
It is proposed to have classes of given by the county public health
ernor, the most important figure
James came back to town and service with monthly charges based department before they are ell&
in the State Administration. All gave up, Friday night. Fulcher On the number of reports received. hale to teach this next school year.
State funds must pass through his was caught Saturday near the railtr. J. A. Outland, public health
hands and practically all State road. "Harnbone" Stubblefield wag
COLLEGE NEWS EDITOR
officer, asks that all teachers come
employes must have his approval apprehended Sunday night.
to his office as soon as possible to
through the division of personnel
This break was the fifth of the
Woodrow Talley, honor student receive their examination. The ofa efficiency.
year. The prisoners escaped by from Smithland, Ky., has been ap- fice is open on Monday and Wedbreaking steel bars and cutting a pointed editor-in-chief of the nesday morning and all day SaturMrs. -W. J. Shankle, of Lynn brick wall,
College News, official publications day. Teachers are urged to comeh
Grove, has been visiting Mrs. Alton
Marvin Burktten and Thurman of Murray State College, for the In then as the other days are taken
Barnett, of North Fourth street, Knight, prisone
ig escaping at the Summer semester of 1936, tfy L. J. by work out of the office in the
saine,lijne wnot been caught.. Hortin, publications director.
jor the past _!ew days.
conntah
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Marriage
Licenses

Bees Make Home in
Chimney at Shiloh

Physical Exam Is Required of
Teachers; Dates Are Arranged
The physical examination is a
very strict one and only the public health officer is authorized to
make it. The examination is practically the same given the school
children only more exacting. Immunity tests and reactions are reCorded, namely, smallpot, diphtheria, scarlet fever, typhoid and
tuberculin. These tests are for
the immunity of the person as well
tht to see if they are carriers of
any of these contageous diseases.
Regular routine examination of
blood, urine and body for defects
Makes up the examination.
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GEORGE WILLIAMS Morgan
GETS FIRST BONDS
Veterans Adjusted Compensation
Payments Begin to Arrive
Here Monday.
Postmaster H. T. Waldrop delivered the first bonns bond Monday afternoon at 4:20 p. m. to
George Williams, local postal employee. Postmaster Waldrop said
that 85 bonds had been received
and the greater pert of them distributed.. The remaining number
of bonds will be distributed as fast
as they are received.
The veterans are urged tq be
at home or at the post office
in order to sign for the delivery
which is made in person only. A
veterans receiving bonds must have
a witness to verify his identification, this person an acquaintance
of the postal clerk.
To cash the bonds, the veterans
mtist take them to the postoffice
where clerks will be on duty, to
certify them. All certificates and
signatures must be made in the
presence of one of these clerks.
Under no circumstances should signatures be affixed to bonds before
they are taken, to certification ofcertification, the
ficials.
After
bonds will be forwarded free by
the postoffice to the Louisville
postmaster, who, as soon as possible, will send the veteran, by ordinary mail, a - check for the
amount of his bonds.
The veterans may hold his bonds
bearing three` per cent interest
until 1945. He may cash any
amount of them at any time between now and that time.
Up to Wednesday night, 137 applications for payments of the
bonus had been made at the Murray postoffice and forwarded to
Louisville. Veterans are expected
to receive their checks from two to
four days.
The total amount in these 137
applications is slightly in excess of
$63,000, postmaster H. T. Waldrop
said. Mr. Waldrop and assistants
have kept' the office open each
Week and have handled about half
the veterans' applications.
also being
Applications are
handled at all other postoffices In
the county.

Holds Up
Money for „Pam
AMENDMENT TO
DEFICIENCY BILL
BEATEN IN HOUSE

Twelfth Street Gets.
New Gravel Surface
North and South Twelfth street
are being gravelled and graded
after being neglected for several
years and recognized as the roughest thoroughfare in the city.
The street, which contains the
line between county and city, has
long been a bone of contention
between the two authorities as to
which was responsible for its
maintenance.
An agreement has been reached
whereby the city put down the
new gravel and the county- is to
grade it and maintain it.

MRS. ROY P004IS
CALLED BY DEATH
Beloved Young Matron of Martin's
Chapel Section Dies After
Long Illness.

MODEL IN LEAD OF
SOFTBALL LEAGUE

Mrs. Mae Pool, wife of Roy Pool,
prominent young farmer of the
Martin's Chapel vicinity, died
Tuesday evening at her home after
a year's illness. She was 32 years
old.
Mrs. Pool was admired and loved
by the entire community and her
death is genuinely mourned by a
large circle of friends in addition
to the family. She was a member
of the Martin's Chapel Methodist
church.
Besides her husband and parents, Mr. arid Mrs. A. T. Langston,
she leaves a little daughter and
son. Mary Frances and Billy
Frank, two sisters. Mrs. Tommy
Annabelle
and
Miss
Shrader
Langston and a brother, Sherman
Brent Langston. A giandmother,
Mrs. J, C. Langston, a nephew and
niece, also survive.
A large crowd attended the
funeral services which were held
from the church Wednesday afternoon at four o'clock by the pastor,
the Rev. L. Z. Hurley.
Burial was in the church cemetery and the pallbearers were all
first cousins, Cleatus. Thomas. and
James Myers, Ernest Madrey, Hugh
Harris and Hubert Cunningham.

Defeats Camp Murray By Sensational Rally Before
Big Crowd.

City to Consider
City Hall Friday

Believe Project Not Dead
But Merely Postponed
Till Later Date
EXPECT PRELIMINARY
SURVEYS TO GO ON
BULLETIN
A wire received from Congressman Gregory just at press
time advised that $850,000 was
available for the Gilbertsville
Dam without the deficiency bill
appropriation.
However, the bill must go
back to the Senate now for
confirmation and Lower Tennessee Valley Association officials are bombarding the President. Senators and Congressmen with telegrams demanding
that the Senate stand pat on its
amendment to the deficiency
bill providing the appropriation.
Considering a conference report
on the deficiency-relief bill. the
House of Representatives yesterday voted 116-10 against accept.
ing the Senate's addition of 11,.
200.000 for beginning eonstruci,ren
of TVA dams at Gilberstville. Ky.,
and Watts Bar, Tenn.
Despite the rejection, it was believed here that preliminary work
on the barrier across the Tennessee
river in Marshall county wOuld go
forward this year.
L. J. Hortin. secretary of the
Lower Tennessee Valley Association, said that authorities of the
organization had been told in
Knoxville by TVA officials that
if the appropriation sought from
Congress were refused, about half
a million dollars would be taken
from the general fund and used
for preliminary exploration at the
Gilbertsville site.
Gregory Report "Gloomy"
Congressman- W. V. Grerdry
said in a telephone conversation
from Washington yesterday to Dr.
James H. Richmond that "things
don't look good..' He said the
Congressman reported that Dr.- A.
E. Morgan, chairman of the TVA,
had been called upon by the Appropriations torrunittee during
study of the dam and, when asked
if he particularly wanted additional
money to start the project this
year, said he did not.
The House originally defeated an
amendment to supply extra money
for the dam, but the Senate inserted the amount and returned it
to the House for approval; The
House had not changed its mind.
The bill, as drafted by the Senate,
would have hiked the TVA appropriation by more than $1,000,000.
Yesterday's death-vote followed a
plea of Chairman Buchanan, (D.Tex.), of the Appropriations Committee for "economy" .
Gilbertaville "Not Dead!"
"This certainly does not mean
Gilbertsville dam is dead," Hprtin
said. "We wouldn't be surprised
to see it fully under way by this
time next year."
Defeat ahdhe amendment left at
$41,117,816 the amount available
for the TVA next year—$39.000,000
in new appropriations and the rest
in unexpended balances. Electricity revenues were not figured in
the bill.
Taylor, (R.Representative
Tenn.), Reece, (R.-Tenn.), Gregory,
(D.-Ky.), and Pearson. (D.-Tenn.),
were among those urging the funds
for the additional TVA dams. On
questioning by Gregory, Buchanan
told him $650,000 was provided for
continuing the engineering study
of the Gilbehtsville project.
Reece pointild out that under the
TVA law the additional datns are
to be built some time and argued
it would be advisable to start now.

The Model Cleaners jumped into
The city council will discuss the
the lead in the Murray softball proposed new city hall at their
league Tuesday night by virtue of regular bi-monthly meeting Friday
a stunning rally that over came a night, June 19. Acting mayor
7-run lead of the CCC boys and a Foreman Graham stated that in all
home-run by .bat liughes with yrebability the council would contwo out in the last of the ninth. sider the cost of the building, the
The Cleaners were apparen-W a cost of the new lot and the PWA
badly-whipped team when they building project.
came to "town" in the fifth. Robertson drew a harmless walk and 100 Miles of District
Stubblefield
Miller fouled out.
Roads Will Be Worked
doubled.
Darnell
singled
and
Brown's
and
Hughes .singled
MAYFIELD. Ky., June 12—Jergrounder to third was tossed home ry Spears, First District road, engito retire Darnell. Banks came neer, announced today the prothrough with a double and the posed resurfacing of 100 miles of
break of the game when LeRoy, "black top" highways in the First
Camp second sacker picked up District this year.
Bell's grounder and threw wildly
Road crews meantime rushed
and the work of resurfacing the Mayhome, permitting Brown
Banks to scor& when an easy toss field-Paris highway from Mayfield
to first would have retired the to Tr -City, and indications were
side.
that two crews would be used in
Neale followed with a single and resurfacing other roads later in
Chester Weeks a double to score the summer.
"Blackropping" projects includ-both Banks and Neale„ and knot
ed in the proposals are the Fultonthe count.
MayHeartened by this inspiration, Hickman highway, 16 miles;
Olin-'
Brown settled down and hand- field-Clinton highway, from
the direction of Pryorsburg,
cuffed Lieut. Cullen's lads the re- ton in
highmainder of the contest. He was seven •miles: Mayfield-Hazel
Murray-Eggner's
matched by Czirr, opposing hurl- way, 10 miles;
16 miles; Murrayer, until Nat shot a hard hit to Ferry highway,
highway, 20 miles; Maycenter and circled the bases when Benton
Farm highway, 10
the grounder eluded the outer field-Fancy
,
miles. gardeners.
In addition to these gravel highIn the first game of the evening, ways through small towns are to
14-year-old
Heron
West,
young
be surfaces, according to Spears.
son of Wen West, lost a heart- who added that no new constructbreaker when Bank of Murtay tion projects are expected to be
nosed out Vandevelde, 4-3. West started before July 1.
allowed but five scattered hits
but received as miserable support
as has ever been accorded a hurler
in Murray softball. The Vandevelde players did everything but
stand on their heads as the BankJames Parker Miller, son of Mr.
ers circled the bases on poop hits and Mrs. J. R. Miller, will fill the
Mrs_ Anna Mae McKeel has been
and wild tosses. To cap the eh- pulpit at the Hazel Church of appointed Calloway county superthree
hits
-max, Vandevelde got
Christ Sunday at 11 o'clock-hand visor of the PWA training center.
without a run in the seventh when also in the evening
The training center is located on
at 7:30 p.
one would have tied the score. Ed Mr. Miller is a student in Murray the third floor of the Ryan buildThurman, who incidentally has State College this' summer.
ing. This center employs some 58
great possibilities as a catcher
workers that make clothes from
when he gets in condition, smashed
FRANKFORT, Ky., June 17— the belt goods to be distributed in
a deep home run but was out for Tentative use of the bracket sys- the city and county to relief roll
failing 'to touch second.
tem for collecting the tax on members. Besides the training
candy, nuts and chewing gum pro- center furnishing these clothes and
Last week, Camp Murray trim- vided in the "omnibus" tax bill employment, it brings in a weekly
med the W. 0. W. team 13-7 and that becomes effective July 1 was payroll of $300. Miss Elaine Ahart
Model walloped Lynn Grove 11-2 oudined today by James W. Mar- , is the district supervisor. 4 _
last Thursday night.
tin, "
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PARKER'S JEWELRY STORE

••

JOE T. PARKER. Mgr.
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25c

MOCK CHICKEN LEGS, Sc; 6 for
30c
SLICED BACON, lb...
20c
•
BEEF STEAK. lb.
35c
VEAL CHOPS. 2 tbs.
35c
PORK SAUSAGE, 2 !ha.
1-2e
12
lb.
,
VEAL STEW
12 1-2c
RIB ROAST, lb.
I 5c
CHUCK ROAST. lb.
25c
,
KANSAS CITY STEAKS, lb. r

,
ARMOUR'S AND SWIFTS BRANDED BEEF
DRESSED FRIERS AND HENS
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Murray Meat Market
TELEPHONE 12

"nn

Mr. and Mrs K C. Jones. Mr
and Mrs. C. K Thurman. Mrs. G
M. 'Medan. and children, were
recent visitors of G. N. Thurman
. i who is a patient in the U. S. Veterans Hospital at Dawson Sprinv
Mr. Thurman has been a. patient iri
this hospital for about two weeks
. and is slowly improving
Mr. and Mrs. Will Rule and
,..,
l daughters Meadow and Martha
,...14, Reie, left Sunday tot Texas for
a two week's Units. ._
lass Mary Nee Farmer has as
lift home guest this week her
a theilla Miss Ruth Fulton. of
Jean
Mary
'oelltastere, MSS
gib IMItebiaaon. of Mayfield. spent
III Teitesiley and Wednesday v i t
On Friday. less Fulto-i
thew
• it eldirlio MI Mayfield to ' visit Xs-_
Mies Mart Moores ce Nalliville
is visiting her aunt. Mrs. Jen7.
st-WhitailL and other relatives.
. - threston -. Ordway will go tc
- i eteddlikt Friday on business
Mr. and Mrs. ceog Y. Salow.
nmir New Plernelletat isfre the
parents of a fine ii-peang am.
Diaries Walston born Meedler
morning.
Mr. Ind Mrt C. B. 'Fulton had
as guests at .Their home'Sunday
Mr. and des W. L Pultar.
01.
1 Owensboro, KY- and Mr. and Mrs.
f$ton and children cf Memos Leo

1

Springs

•

..............$3.50 to 0.50
$4.95, $6.50 up

Mattresses

TURF

$3.95 to $5.95
$19.75 up

9x12 Linoleum Rugs
Kitchen Cabinets

Living Room Suites as low as

$39:75

$12.75 up

Gliders

Porch Swings

Bed Room Suites priced in
this Special from
--

$32.50 up

'4.5O up
-

s

$1.00 to $1.95

STEEL CHAIRS

$5.95 to ;7.95

FURNITURE
North 4th St., Murray, Ky.

Second Hand Store in Basement Ford Garage

non,

$2.45

LAWN CHAIRS

CRASS
,

1117

....

Ice RefrigeratorsRanges

We deliver orders of just
size as far as 25 miles

-in
4

$4.95 up
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The Gilbertsville Dam
The Gilbertsville Dam will be
built if the people of western
Kentucky do not get busy to prevent it. The reasons why it should
not be built are that it will add
to the cost of power on account of
the cost of Gilbertsville location
costing 40 per cent more than the
Shannon location; it will cost
much more due to the fact that
the darn must be much wider and
higher; it will require the purchase
of 66.000 jscres more land of which
about 50,000 being in good bottom
lands, the cprn lands of this seeion. It will make the Eggner's
erry bridge unusuable; it will
necessitate the relocation of all
roads leading to the bridge and
put a sea between southwest Ken=
tucky and the rest of the state.
It will make transportation east
snore difficult than when we had
the old ferries. It will require
the relocation of thousands more
people -than the Shennen toostion.
It will put water 23 feet above
e Ilse of this spring. destroyin
a 1 Mottom lands irieluding all
creeks much farther back than
the lake because there will be no
outlet for drainage when big rains
come which will destroy all cultivation in the upper creek valleys.
Oh. they say the government
will buy this land. But many disappointments will come when your
hill lands are left and all your
?and to cultivate is gone, and for
the inconvenience of the public
and loss of crops that support the
people of the valley, and many
people with a small equity in their
lands will be dispossessed and all
lost in the move; and besides the
government will buy these lands
only once where at is sold from
every three to five years through
cultivation, by all future generations.
No generation has a right to destroy or Jake from cultivation
lgrels that has and is to be relied
upon to feed the people of future
generations and supply nothing in
its place. Electricity is a convenience but not the necessity that
food is. The upper site for the
dam will make as much electricity
and will cost less, besides the
upper site will relieve us of the
great inconvenience of this great
lake which we would have to
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cross to be a part of Kentucky,
This location at Gilbertsville is
admitted foe no other reason than
to carry out a program to dem
the Ohio at Smithland below the
mouth of the Cumberland; Tradewater in Kentucky and the Elm
and Wabash in Illinois with its
tributaries. This would destroy
half a million extra acres of the
best and most dependable and
centrally located corn lands in the
U. Sa would require the relocation of more than 100,000 people
who could not find homes in this
or nearby territory nor be fed by
the lands left. Many people with
limited equity in their homes
would have to vacate and would
have little or nothing left when
it is wound up with them. Their
livestock, tools and wares would
not bring much if thrown on the
market or transferred to distant
territory. Those holding mortgages
would get tisakes but those kieinig
closed out would have but little
left.
No layman can visualize the
bounds of this inland sea or the
desolation the borders when the
water is low in summer, leave*
muck-mud which makes the waters
unapproachable. Is there a demand of convenience or necessity
for this. I challenge allcamers.
Will it be a great boon for Paducah? No. Because Paducah will
have no advantage of Illinois, Missouri, or other surrounding territory where manufacturing centers are already located and where
no inconvenience of communication by land is there, besides no
big interests are going to locate
under such tremendous hazard as
will exist there.
It is impossible to guarantee the
holding of the Ohio river darn
with such ice flows as was seen
this past winter. If the water was
squeezed out of utilities we would
have cheap electricity without
flooding the great valley. Will the
people of the Ohio valley sit idlely by and allow this maptunental
folly be eretced? But awake and
demand of Congress to force this
Tennessee dam up about the Tennessee line in the narrow and unproductive lands instead of destroying all our fertile valley, the
corn crib of the middle states.

Regular $3.50 Permanent
complete with shampoo
and Finger Wave
Special

$2.25

ELITE BEAUTY SHOPPE

Telephone 207

121 North 12th St.
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TO THE
TYPING
STUDENTS
You nta-ir have had to learn on other makes, but
for speed, practice on a

WOODSTOCK
years

All school champions for the last 3

have

V. N. ALLBRITTEN, Distributor
your
nd inLecials

96 up
$5.50
50 up
$5.95
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.75 up
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.50 up
$2.45
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ONE COOL PLACE
Turners BasementIs
Delightfully Cool
WHY SUFFER VAITH HEAT?
Come to the ba*ment for bargains
in every line. We are closing out to the
bare walls to remodel the Basement for
a different line -of business, so everything
inst go.
JOE IRVAN and DEWEY LAMPKINS
in charge of sale.
MRS. JAMES
in charge of Ladies' Wear

COOL SUMMER _SHOES

Ky.
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Plans Made Here to Receive Radio
Broadcast of Entire WPA Program

Paris, were Sunday afternoon CCC camp and steeling clothes;
guestt -et -Mre-Iird Mrs. Bob Bray liambone Stubblefield; negro, stealing chisibeni; and Coy Fulcher,
in West Hate).
Mrs. Dale McSwain, of Paris, charged with rape.
The culprits were in the steel
was in Hazel Saturday to visit
slams of the local bastile, but they
Project engineer W. E. Coving— G. M. Thurman store; Pottertown,
telatives and friends.
word Wednesday, 1 J. D. Roberts. All people intelietton received
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Vaughn; made their escape by prising and
June 17...thait the Wtirlii - rogress ed in this broadcast are urged to
who have been in Florida for the breaking a hole large enough to
own private
past nine months returned to crawl through in the south side . PARIS, Tenn., June 13—Mystery Administration will broadcast over listen in on their
one of these
at
or
home
at
radio
Saturhookup
runway
national
the
into
Columbia
of
cage
the
steel
home.
their
make
to
Friday
Hazel
surrounding the death of Edd Barm.,
places.
p.
3:30
to
to
3
move
from
next
20.
of
day,'Jime
Their
the
jail.
While's
N.
D.
into
They will move
Mee former Henry county trustee
open freedom was by tearing whose body was found in a tourist the outline of the new WPA Pro-- - The WPA office will greatly applace where his father lived.
preciate persons calling it or writbrick
the
of
side
Miss Murl Jones, who is in Mur- through the north
cabin near Paris on June 5, was gram.
telling how many
ray attending college, spent the wall.
This program will be given by ing La, card and
cleared up today when his widow
Two men charged with drunken- announced she had found letters the department heads at a steff listened to the program.
week end with home folks.
This outline of the WPA proMr. and Mrs. G. Bray and chil- ness. Ed Pitman and Toy Smother- written by the convicted trustee meeting at Washington. D. C. The
of the new set
dren were in Hazel Sunday as the, man, lacked in the front part of prior to his death.
stations in this section of the coun- gram will consist
beginning the first
the jail, remained in the bastile
guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. Bray.
try giving the program are; WAVE up for the year
of July.
Mrsait. B. Chrisman, of Henry, rather than crawl through the
FRANKFORT, Ky., June 13-- 940 kilocycles, Louisville; WCKY
Tenn., was in Hazel Monday to hole to freedom, Ed sent work to Sheriffs are entitled to only 75 149a kilocycles, Covington; WMAQ
visit her mother, Mrs. Amanda the jailer, by a passerby, to only per cent of the 20 per cent penalty 670 kilocycles, Chicago; WSM 650 233 Named Defendants
Meer, and daughter Mrs. Bertha bring breakfast for two, please added to unlisted property which kilocycles, Nashville; VaLW 700
In Executor's Action
James, as the others were gone. they cause to be listed for tax- kilocycles, Cincinnati; and other
Maddox.
Approaching Marriage Of
city
the
to
transferred
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gower, of Cot- They were
ation, Assistant Attorney General affiliated CBS stations.
Elwood Morris, executor of tbsta
Spellings-Armstrong Announced
tage Grove. were Hazel visitors jail while repairs were being made M. B. Holifield held today in an
The letter directed Mr. Coving- Dr. C. L. Morris estate, filed stfit
en the county structure.
opinion given to Sheriff Porter ton to make arrangements at the asking the court to determine the
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Pearson. of Monday.
Mrs. Tom Wright, of Bruceton,
Land of Fayette county.
Lexington. Tenn., have announced
county seat. Murray, and at as rights of the executor in settling
the approaching marriage of Mrs. Tenn.. is the guest of Mrs. W. E.
many other pjaces as possible to the estate valued at $30,000. The
BOWLING GREEN, Ky., June accommodate the workers at stores suit lists the largest number of
Pearson's sister, Miss Mary Paul Wright, and family this week.
13.—Senator M. M. Logan-opened or private- homes in the county. defendants- ever Lilecl_in. the history
Spelling', to -Carl- F. Armstrong. ..Mrs. Mary Austen and elasighter,
The rites will be solemnized at of Florida, were in Hazel over the
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill., June 17— his campaign for the Democratic All administrative employees must of Calloway courts, the number
Mr.
and
of
guests
the Baptist church in Lexington, week end as
Hogs: 4.000. Market fairly ac- nomination to succeed himself listen in. All relief workers are being 233 defendants.
Tenn., the home of the contracting Mrs. Muncie Steely. They are en tive te shippers said small killers here this afternoon with the as- to be given the privilege of the
route to Boston where they will 5-15c highhe Top 10.35; 170-230 sertion
he received
President broadcast. Mr. Covington requests
parties.
Miss Spellings is well known in be met by Dr. Austen and will lbs. 10255, 10,35; few 250 lbs. 10.15; Roosevelt's personal pommenda- the county magistrates to listen in,
Hazel and Murray, having attended make their home there for the 140-160 lbs. 9.9Qsa10.15; some high- lion for supporting the New Deal as well, so they will understand
Hazel and Murray high schools next few months.
er, 100-130 lbs. $9.50e 9.85; sows and that the president wanted him how to go about the new road
Mr. and Mrs. John • Patterson early 8.4008.75.
&warned to the Senate.
and Murray State College. She
projects.
has been a teacher in the Lexing- were in Hazel Monday to visit Mr.
The broadcast is sponsored by
Cattle 3,000. Calves 1,500. Steers
the
and
Patterson
M.
J.
Mrs.
and
FRANKFORT. Ky., June 12—The the Philco dealettalind they will
ton High School for several years,
slow. 18 loads fed steers and four
is
at
ill
who
boy,
Hendricks
little
and is at present superintendent of
of Texas grasses on sale, quality State Tax Commission today began be in charge of the receiving of
the grades in that school. She Is his home in South Hazel.
mostly good. Cow market not es- forwarding to retailers of bottled the radio messages 'and the amhas
Gipson
Margarette
Miss
a daughter of the late Emma B.
tablished. Top sausage bulls 15c drinks, fountain syrups, ice cream, plifying to the public by way of
will
Spellings who was prominent in gone to Paducah where she
lower at 5.85. Other classes steady. candy, chewing gum, nuts and loud speakers.
The following places will receive
educational and religious affairs in take a business ceerse in Draugh- Mixed yearlings and heifers 7.005a cosmetics application forms for
on's College.
Hazel some years ago.
8.00; top vealers 8.75; range: steers permits required under the -omni- the radio broadcast; in Murray:
Miss Corene Nelson. of Benton, 5.75a 8.50; heifers 5.06It 8.50.
bus" tax bill which becomes effec- Courthouse under the direction of
Mr. Armstrong is a prominent
Our stylist will create
the Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.,
young business man of Lexington was the week end guest of Miss
Slaughter steers 550-1.100 lbs. tive July 1.
you a coiffure—diat is
for
Curd,
Frances
Julia
where the young couple will make
Chevrolet Lunch. Dale & Stubblegood and choice 7.5001.50; comonly smart, but the
not
few
a
spent
Lela
Wilson.
Mrs.
Stumps
were
from
150
pulled
field. Collegiate Inn, Jories Drug.
their home.
mon and medium 5.75e7.50; 1,100
word in beauty
belonging to a In the county: Dexter at the home latest
Their Hazel friends extend their days last week visiting her sister, -1,500 lbs. good and choice 7.7541 acres of land
Mrs. B. Htunphreys. near Taylor's 8.25; common 7.25te7.75; medium Laurel county farmer, at a cost of of M. T. Tarry; New Concord, Hue- craft.
best wishes and congratulations.
$1 an acre.
Store.
ton Young's Store; Providence' ,
6.250 7.25.
Ms. Burt Vaughn and baby, of
Simmons' Grocery; Kirksey, Terry
Shower Given Mrs. Jack White
Detroit, are in Hazel visiting the
Several Robertson county farm- Cochran store; Shiloh, Frank BretA miscellaneous shower was Vaughn family and other relaers have started four-year demon- ton store; Lynn Grove,'Bun Crawgiven Mrs. Jack White, Thursday tives.
strations with triple superphos- ford; Hazel, Turnbow Drug storm
afternoon at the home of her sisMisses Elizabeth and Charlene
phate.
Grocery;
Crossland
Crossland.
ter, Mrs. Edgar Outland. Mrs. Walker returned home Monday
Alm°. Imes & Cooper; Coldwater,
White received many lovely gifts after spending a week in NashTop dressing with nitrogenous E. E. Youngblood; Brandon's Mill,
which were greatly appreciated.
ville, Tenn., as the guests of Dr.
Correspondents and local adver- fertilizer has doubled the growth
Refreshments were served on the and Mrs. Hester Walker, and fam- tisers who get 'their copy in by of wheat on several Metcalfe counlawn, and an enjoyable afternoon ily.
ty farms.
Monday:—
was spent in conversation.
Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow, sons Tom
Murray Milk Products Co
Those present were Mrs. Miller and Bob, and G. C. Owens motorLewis Hodges, a Green county
Harel Route 2 !caws
Marshall, Mrs. Docie Tyler, Mrs. ed over to Paducah Monday afterfarmer, has found a marl bed on
Rev Sam P. Martin
Lola Morgan, Mrs. Grace Wilson, noon for a short visit.
his farm testing high in calcium
Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.
at MURRAY LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
Misses Elizabeth and Bunelle ErMr. and Mrs. G. Miller, of Murcarbonate.
Murray Lumber Co.
win, Mrs. A. H. McLeod, Mrs. R. ray. were in Hazel Sunday to visit
Edge Hill News
M. Bray. Mrs. W. E. Outlaeas Mrs. Mr. Miller's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Scatter-Brain's News
A. C. Wisehart, Miss airtrude W. D. Miller, and other relatives.
Hazel Route 3
Vance, Mrs. A. M. Hawley, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Adams,
Murray Route 5
Spragg,
Gladys
Lee,
Mrs.
Howard
north of Hazel, have as their
Beek of Murray
Mrs. Frank Gipson, Mrs. Allis houseguests this week. Sam WilCalloway County Lumber Co.
Misses
Denham. Mrs. Morris Caldwell.
and
daughters.
liams
Peoples Savings Bank
Those sending gifts were Mrs. H. Blanche and Ruth. of Florida, and
Capitol Theatre
I. Neely, Miss Sadie Nell Brandon, Miss Ruby Williams. of Nashville.
FOR RENT—Five-room house, with
T. 0. Turner
Modern conveniences, close in.
Mrs. Wilma Outland, Miss Laurene Tenn., Jesse Ezelle, of Nashville.
Kirksey Kinkletts
Itc
Burton. Miss Maynelle McLeod, Mr. Williams, of Florida, and
Apply 210 N. 5th. St.
Stella Gossip
Miss Edna Blackburn, Mrs. Mary Miss Williams, of Nashville, are
Gunter's Flat
Rawleigh
for
WANTED
MEN
Wilson, Miss Julia Frances Curd, brother and sister of Mrs. Adams'.
Mai-Donne Beauty Shop
Routes of 800 families in NorthMrs. Dick Miller, Mrs. J. E. LittleMrs. Floyd Fudge spent Saturday
Hazel F. F. A. Notes
west and Southeast Graves, Caboton, Mrs. Thelma Farley, Mrs. No- in Murray with her mother, Mrs.
counties and Murray. Reliway
Lamb,
Mrs.
Bonnie
la Whitnell.
Notia Maddox,
MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
hustler should start earning
able
OutMrs. E. L. Miller, Mrs. Hubert
Cason Maddox and family, of
$25 weekly and increase rapidly.
land.
Murray, has moved to Mrs. John
The order of services for next
Rawleigh, Dept.
Write today.
Shirley's home in North Hazel.
Lord's day will be as follows:—
KYF-181-S, Freeport, Ill. J4-18p
Master Of Bees
James Pat, the little son of Mr. Song and prayer service beginning
and Mrs. Leon Heedricks, who promptly at 9:45 a. m. followed by FOR SALE—practically new Holton
Master Buster Paschall. 7 years had
his leg amputated a few weeks Bible study period, after which
Trombone, case and cover. Eugene
D.
C.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
of
of age, son
ago, is ill at his home in South there will be a scripture reading Boyd, Ledger & Times office. tf
be
to
Paschall. has proven himself
Hazel.
and brief talk, beginning at 10:50
quite a "King Bee." From the
H. I. Neely and Bob Turnbow a. m. This will be followed by FOR SALE—two good fourdoor
flowers in his mother's garden
were in Paris Tuesday morning communion and fellowship. Bible Nash sedans Cheap. Parker Bros.
Buster has caught 120 bumble bees
ltc
class drill Sunday evening 8 o'cock. Garage.
on business.
by working them into a small fruit
Prayer service and- Bible study
Sam Boyd Neely, Joe Palmer
jar. Later he transferred them to
FOR SALE,-8 shoats, 25 to 30 lbs.
Wynn, and Miss Anne Herron each Wednesday at 800 p. in.
J. A. Downs, Route 5, Mura larger jar, handling the entire
A ,cordial invitation extended to See
spent Sunday afternoon in LaCenJ18p
ray, Ky.
transaction without any gloves and ter, visiting friends.
all to attend each service.
not getting a single sting.
Mrs. Mane:41a Mayer and little
FOR SALE—one good Chevrolet
grand-daughter, of Logan, W. Va.,
coach. 1930 model. Cheap if sold
Misses Elizabeth and Charlene arrived in Hazel Monday to spend
at once. See T. 0. Baucum, at
Walker, of Hazel, attended the the summer with Mr. and Mrs.
ltc
Super-Service Station.
.10,1011
commencement address at Vander- 011ie Mayer.
ouo.411bilt University, Nashville: Tenn..
night,
or
day
vsr- •
WATER HAULING
Mrs. Jake Mayer returned home
last week, which was given by Dr. last Friday after a few days' visit
Crawford,
600 gallon tank. B. H.
Elliott, president of Purdue Uni- with her
daughter, Mrs. F. G. Mel- Richmond Confers With Barkley Lynn Grove, Ky.
Financed at $24.60 for 24 months
versity.
ton, of Hodgesville. Ky. Jane
and Logan; Surveys Made , WANT TO TRADE a good little
Miss Mary Augustua Bibb, a Anne, her little grand-daughter,
at GlIbertaville.
farm on highway, near Murray,
charming young lady, of Belle tIccompanied her home for a few
for house in Murray. W. H.
Mini. Ala., arrived in Hazel Satur- iveeks' visit.
L.L.
Sena-tors Barkley and Logan
ltp
Finney.
day evening to be the house guest
24 monthly payments at $27.61
believe Congress will authorize the
of Miss Elizabeth, Jones for the
•
'starting of work on the Lower FOR SALE— one '30 Ford roadster,
next two weeks.
Tennessee -Valley dam near here rumble seat; tires that came on
Miss Myrtle Latimer, of Detroit.
ltc
this yeer. Dr. J. H. Richmond. it. Parker Bros. Garage.
is leaving Tuesday morning after a
Patients admitted to the Mason president of Murray State College, FOR SALE—one 1934 Master Chevmonth's vacation in Hazel with her
said, today after conferring with
mother, Mrs. M. M. Latimer, and Hospital the past week:
rolet fourdoor. Only 13,000 miles.
Mrs. Dolphus Champion, Fort two Kentucky members of the U. Parker Bros. Garage.
other relatives and friends. Mrs.
ltc
week.
last
Seriate
S.
acwill
Ted,
Henson.
Miss
Tenn.;
Charlotte
Henry,
Latimer and
included
already
has
Senate
The
boxed
ice
visit
hand
will
-2nd
and
A.
SALE
Forsythe,
MAYFIELD
FOR
derson, Murray; C.
company her home
MURRAY
TVA
and refrigerators. Reconditioned.
her and other relatives for a Paducah; Charles Atwood, Fulton; the authorization for the huge
passed
bill
appropriation
its
in
dam
J9p
Churchill.
Harry Baldridge, *Rickman; Mrs.
$2 up. See Ralph
month.
Luther Robertson, of Murray, J. L. Nix, Murray; Mrs. Porter last *week, and the bill has been
corn
conference
joint
the
sent
to
was a Hazel business visitor Mon- Huie, Murray.
Patients dismissed from the mittie of the House and Senate for
day afternoon.
final; approval. Dr. Richmond, who
Mr. and Mrs. Bray Erwin, of Mason Hospital the past week:
4,
Mrs. J. D. Wilford, Sedalia; Baby for the past month has been repCalifornia, arrived in Hazel SaturLower Tennessee
day night and will spend two Wilford, Sedalia; Mrs. Dan Owens, resenting the
in the interest
weeks with Mr. Erwin's parents, Murray; Mrs. Emma Dobbins, Pur- Valley Association
today Barkley
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Erwin, and year; Miss Frances Sexton, Mur- of the dam, said
Logan had assured him they
Your home or store can be more beautiful and
other relatioss and friends.
ray: Mre•A W. A. Bilbry, Model, and
the conference
Mrs. Volera Hill, of Mayfielid, Tenn.; Baby Charles Brasher, were confident
act favorably on
much more comfortable all through the summer if
spent a few days recently in the Trezevant, Tenn.; Mrs. Porter Huie, committee would
to include the
home of her father-in-law, Mr. Murray; Mrs. Dolphas Champion, the amendment
you
Fort Henry; Miss Lucille Hender- dam.
and Mrs. N. G. HilL
After passage by the Senate last
Mrs. Vernon James, Mrs. Bettie Son, Murray; Charles Atwood, Fulweek, the bill was slated for im,
James, Miss Libbie James, and Mrs. ton.
mediate action by the conference
visitPaducah
were
Milstead
W. B.
committee, but the death of
ors ,last week.
Put awnings on the
Speaker Byrns caused a postponeSupt. and Mrs. M. 0. Wrather,
direction
that
in
111111
activities
of
ment
side. We have
sunny
SaturHazel
of Murray, were in
a
Irv.vvvvirrir
ttl
„et
until possibly next week.
. •
day evening, visiting friends.
scores of sun and wea.•?,=
Luther Goheen, a student of
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Burton, son.
Birmingham,
.
.C
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I worked for two years setting
interest in this improvement and
everyone has worked for the last
four or five years to get developments but no one anticepated the
turn and imaginations of the engineers to such proportions as darning the Ohio, Cumberland, and
Tennessee all.together. I hope it
will never be done but why build
at Gilbertsville if it is not going
to be done. If time proves I am
mistaken I will be happy. If I am
partially right it is a calamity. If
some one can show how 1 sin
wrong I will appreciate it.
T. 0. TURNER
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BEAUTY SHOPPE

J. A.PARKS MOTOR CO.
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' USED CAR
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1

1931 Four-door Chrysler Sedan, new
tires. A-1 shape.

1929 Four-door Chevrolet Sedan, new
tires. A good buy.

won their titles on WOODSTOCKS.

-

,TRE

aS a a-

Why suffer with your feet, when you
can buy shoes so cheap? Sandals, CutOuts to fit every foot.
Many Odd Lots on Bargain Ccager

T. 0. TURNER

1930 Chevrolet Coupe, 5 new tires, at a
bargain.

1934 Four-door Dodge Sedan, new tires,
excellent condition.
If we don't have it we can get the Used
car you want.

ENCOURAGEMENT
FOR DAM GIVEN

$199 Down Buys a Plymouth
$270 Down Buys a Dodge

Hospital News

Look how easy it is to own an automobile

r

J. A. PARKS MOTOR CO.

GET IN THE SHADE!
GET IN THE SHADE

Five Break County
Jail Here Friday

ESTIMATES I
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Paducah Tent & Awning_
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COUNTY AGENT NOTES Forty-five per cent of the men em- peoplq to be careful with the disat their old home place. where Mrs.
lir F. M. Perdue, Local Dist.
ployed are engaged in agriculture: posal of sewage to prevent a typer mot in forestrys Raper
3
"Especially is
phoid epidemic.
Correction for Last Week
.••••m••••momumw
in mining; 16.8 per cent in tlaanu- there a warning to those in town
In the announcement of the
iseturusgs. 13 per cent in transpor, who do not have proper disposal
election of committeemen and of
tattoo; 10.1 per cent in trade; 3.2 of sewege." Dr. Outland said.
ficers of the Calloway county Agriper cent in professional services; .people in or out of town should
cultural Conservation Association
2.8 per cent in domestic services; halre enough civic pride to make
the name Of W. A. Patterson as a
and 3.3 per cent not classified.
sanitary connections with the promember of the county committee
per sewage system. It is not only
omitted.
was
detrimental to those around you
but, also, to yourself. If you have
All 4-H club officers and leadOUTFITTERS TO MEN AND BOYS
a sewage main in reach of your
ers of Calloway county are to athouse see to it that you connect
tend a council meeting Saturday,
immediately in order to prevent an
June 26. at 2 p. m. At this meetThe training and sewing center inidgnic of typhoid in this coming plans will be made for the
July meeting of 4H clubs which is working nicely under the superwall be a county picnic. They will vision of Mrs. Mason McKeel
also begin plans for 4-IJ camp. formerly Miss Anna Mary Rudd.
In Ivory, Apple Green,
The sewing room is equipped
This is •sin important meeting •and
attended by all 4-H club with 15 Singer sewing machines.
should
Gray, White or Blue
officert'and leaders in the county. Orchid curtains add a cool look to
Arrangements are being made for the room. Each machine has a
waste paper basket near to catch
a meeting place.
• • es• •
the scraps that are not used for
•
other things.
Dry CalUvaelon
About 20 to 30 women report a
Cultivation of crops when ground
including "Aunt Matti." who
Is -dry as Calloway county is now day
odd jobs.
should be level and very shallow. sweeps and does
There are four divisions of the
There are only two reasons for
some baste, some
cultivation of any crop. The most work, some cut,
grade.
Important is to control weeds and sew and some
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of a new Majestic
Range.

VETERANS%
BUY A HOME
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holds the heat 'inside.
wasting it outside, in the room.

No ritatter i,:bat branch of service you were
in, age, color, or anything else, invegt the proceeds
of your adjusted compensation certificates in a
value that will not move off or run away.
We have many desirable selections in city and
country homes and property. See—

Every Modern Convenience Without Changing Your
Fuel .e'. Kitchen Cool and Pleasant While
Cooking
-•

-

W. H. FINNEY

--Scottlassiter .Hardware Co.

First National Bank Building
Murray, KY.

•

Invest It In Permanent Improvements
In Your Home!
A grateful nation is adjusting your, compensation because it
have the comforts and conveniences of -life that you did
your service, It is to your benefit that you invest
during
not have
your bonds Ur-permanent, worthwhile _improvements to aid you add
wants you to

your family better to enjoy life.-

Radios.-Refrigerators—Washing Machines for
Wired and Unwired Homes!
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afternoon each week.
The Pleasant Grove Missionary closed with sweet memories
voured luscious barbecued mutton,
• the bele throng.
ity.
slaw,
tried potatoes.
Nee Farmer entertain- Society by special invitation, met take with us on our life's journey.
french
Mary
bread.
Miss
Musk by a mixed chorus furn- pickles,
Dr. Hal Houston is the son of
tomatoes. onions and rel- ed with a dance at the home of her with Mrs. L. Windsor, of Murray,
ished music throughout the clay
Many relatives and neighbors
at the Baptist picnic ground parents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur last Wednesday.
ish
Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Houston, of
and late in the afternoon the famAt the noon hour a lovely din- were at the J., C. Phillips' birthuntil even a coca- Farmer, Tuesday evening, in comevening
Murray. He-received the A.B. deMonday
ous Dover quartet gave a few of
cola could wash down no more. pliment to hg house guest, Miss ner was :wend on the lawn which day dinner last Sunday.
gree In 1930 at Murray State Colits most enjoyable numbers.
The marriage of Miss Adelaide*
mother had baked a pretty birthwas enjoyed.
lege. In 1931 he did graduate
The plenteous meal, planned by Ruth Fulton. of Owensboro.
Among those present from CallEubanks to Dr. Hal Houston took white quilted elk suit with white work at Kentucky State University
Those present included Mr. and day cake which was decorated
Favorite orchestras on the radio
Harry Sledd, prepared by that
place- Monday morning, June the accessories. Mrs. E. B. Houston and received the M.A. degree. In oway county were Mr. and Mrs. W. master camp cook Buel Stroud and were heard.
Mrs. Callie Hale and niece, little with 20 candles.
elleifteenth, at 10 o'clock in the wore an orchid crepe ensemble 1935 be was granted an M.D. de- F. Fitts, Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Gro- his able assistants, was enjoyed by
Refreshments were 'served on Miss Glasgow, Bro. and Mrs. IL G.
ShoeCol'ightman Chapel of Scarritt
with pink accessories and Mrs. gree from Vanderbilt Medical Col- gan, Ploy Ruirdelt, Darrel
34 members and 21 guests.
the back porch and on the back Dunn and daughter Reba. elitss Gallel—The High Cost
lege, Nashville, Tenn.
Hugh Houston wore a white crepe lege and spent the past year in maker, Edwin Shoemaker, Mr. and
Viola Paschall, Mrs. Viva Ellis,
lawn.
afternoon
late
the
in
Gathering
„of Stomach Trouhka
Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker, Mr. and
Dr. King Vivion, pastor of Mc- suit with matching accessories.
were Miss Ruth Fulton of Mrs. Daisy Ellis, Mrs. Hartie
this. instiution as art intern on the
Guests
memthe
grounds
the
picnic
at
Don't pay $2.50 to $5.00 for 'reMarie
Miss
Shoemaker,
marriage
Finis
the
Mrs.
witness
to
NashPresent
Church,.
1,
Methodist
July
Kendree
surgical staff. Beginning
paint, indigesbers and guests enjoyed the even- Owensboro, Miss Mary Jean Hutch- Mrs. Clement Eilis, of Lexington, lief from stemacb, ,paint,
Dr. Emil's
ville, officiated using the single were the iinmediate families of the Dr. Houston will become a member Shoemaker, D. Lamb, Mr. and Mrs. ing, setting sun and their meal inson, of Mayfield, Miss Mary Ky., Mrs. Ermie Hayes, Mrs. tion, hyper-acidity.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
treatment
of
Scarbrough,
R.
J.
number
weeks'
a
and
-3
Tablet
couple
briday
Adla
Jane
Wrathring ceremony.
Attie
Miss
Mrs.
at
Nashville,
Erwin,
of the surgical house staff at the
Moores,
Amelia
daily_topics
timely
with it
only $1.00. Relief or your money
friends from Nashville, Louisville City Hospital where he Carlos Hurt and children, Mr. and mixing
Was
Imogene
Currier,
Mrs.
Dot
Miss
Orr,
Bell
Mrs.
Sexton,
er,
The bride was given in mar- their close
goodness.
back. Leading Druggists, in Hazel
Mrs. Clayton Barber, Miss Eva and aword of the foods
and Murray.
and his bride will make their home
riage by her mother, Mrs. Samuel Paducah,
pleety of the Rebecca Robertson, Miss Martha Plfschall, Mts. Lula Carraway, Mrs. by Turnbow Drug Co.
meal
the
after
Even
wedding
Lamb.
Immediately after the
for the present.
the members Lou Barber,
H. Piles, of Hollywood, Calif. The
Myers Sherman, Mrs. C. S. Ham barbecue was left for
left on a motor trip
Miss Eleimor Gatlin, Miss_ Jane
groom's best man was his only the' 'couple
a morsel of
a member of S.
is
gather
Houston
to
guests
Dr.
and
Parker.
Clynard Hamlin, Bob
east, Including WashSeity, Miss Virginia Smy, Miss
for
brother, Dr. Hugh L. Houston, of through the
home
the A. K. K.
fraternity,
carry
to
social
E.
food
tasty
A.
the
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Lasillee, Miss
D. C., and Atlantic City.
Charlotte Owen, Miss Anna Lee
Murray. The bride, a brunette ington,
medical fraternity and the Alpha Ophelia Gardner, Miss Ruth Cole, the family or friends.
traveling the bride wore a
Farley.
members
with a charminf personality, was For
of
fraternity.
list
chemical
the
is
Sigma
Cli
Following
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Sykes and
blue sheer ensemble with
Scott Nall, of Mayfield, Eugene
beautiful in an imported model of navy
Those attending the wedding children, Helen, Robbie, Slane, Pat and their guests intending the
They
accessories.
white
and
blue
Irvan, John Thomas Irvan. Berwhite peble crepe fashioned with
from Murray were Dr. and Mrs. and Tom Sykes, T. W. Henry, and fete:
Murray
to
return
to
a bolero jacket and a parisian hat. .are expected
A. B. Austin, Joe Baker and nard Bell, Robert James StubbleE. B. Houston, Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Ralph Wear.
June 25.
She wore a shoulder corsage of about
White. Herman field, Max Miller, Harold Gilbert.
guest Seiburn
L. Houston, Clifton Thurman.
Mrs. Houston is the only daughJimmie Bailey, James Knight
lilies of the valley and sweetheart
Art attractive picture of the
Broach, Thomas Banks, Thomas
roses. Mrs. Piles wore a lovely ter of Mrs. Samuel Piles and the couple leaving the Chapel appear- B. And P. W.'s Club Members
Redden, W. Z. Carter, H. C. Corn, Parker, Chaelee Robertson,'Mewls
Are Guests At Dinner Party
ed in the 'Tuesday Nashville BanHerman Doran and guest Hall Charles Ryan, Henry Fulton, Billie
Jones and Torn Moore Williams.
ner.
Mrs. Lois Warterfield and Mrs. Hood.
Farmer,
Pete
Edmonds,
D.
0.
Koska Jones entertained members
Hamlin,
Mrs. B. G. Humphreys Entertains
of the Business and Professional C. M. Graham, Raymond
Ted SanReuble Wear Class
Woman's Club at a 6 o'clock din- Ty Holland and guests,
•
at the home ford and Robert Williams; Nat R.
The Reubie Wear class of First ner Tuesday evening
Hughes, Max Hurt and guest, Conlatter.
the
of
and Mrs. C. R. Ellis and
Dr.
Christian Church was entertained
levne nie Ford; Joe Lovett,
Small tables, placed on
son Clement Reed, returned home
in the home of Mrs. B. G. HumTom McElrath and guests, Chas.
of lavender
Sunday after an extended 'visit
phreys Friday night. Mrs. Hum- held petite bouquets
D
menu Dale and Clifford Melugin; Claude with relatiees and friends.
phreys was assisted in entertaining sweet peas. A delightful
Kennedy;
Jack
and
guest,
Miller
PROTECTION by Miss Emma Helm, Miss Lula was served.
The ice cream supper sponsored
Purdom and
James Parker Miller was the P. W. Ordway, Wells
by the Epworth League, held on
Holland, Mrs. Mary Gardner, Mrs.
RayWaylon
Jones;
Garnett
guest.
He spoke forcehere Saturday
Harry Arnold, Mrs. Otley Farley, guest speaker.
Overbey; the church lawn
fully and most interestingly on burn and guest„ Wells
night, was fine. The building was
Mrs. Otrey Paschall.
Henry
guest.
and
Russell
Boody
Women in the
well lighted, though not open, but
After the business period -a so- "The Influence of
Field". Cummins; Harry Sledd and guest, reflected light on the lawn and
cial hour was held with interesting Business and Professional
Jr.,
Sledd
T.
W.
;
Jack Sharborough
His comparisons were lucid an
church plant
contests.
Gus many lights from the
his knowledge of the situation in and guests, Lee Curd and
outside.
the
on
were
served
was
lunch
plate
A lovely
America and the European coun- Katterjohn.,,
The Smothernum 4-H Club will
to members and visitors, Mrs. Mary
Robert Smith, Roy Stewart and'
tries broad.
Good houseinmpen demand
an ice cream supper Friday
have
Pup up worn, d,Ilpirian with
Cutchin; Frank
Veale, of Oklahoma. Mrs. John
Covers were laid for Mrs:'Ethel guest. Carlisle
night on the school grounds and
Harold
and Mrs. Sam Robinson.
Clopton,
guest,
and
Stubblefield
Mrs.
S-W
Bowden. Mrs. Cleo Hester,
Missionary So• • • • •
guest, the Pleasant Grove
Annie Wear, Mrs. R. he Pollard. White; Bill Swami and
pure linse•d oil soap)
ciety will have a supper Saturday
Portrait
H.
Paints
Mrs.
Rowlett
Thurman,
Tony
Barber;
Owen
5 lbs.
Mrs. G. B. Scott, Miss Dona
For every cleaning need.
16 enamel colors—one
church lawn.
Of Late B. IC Diuguid
Gingles and night on the
Padgett, Miss Katie Martin. Mrs. T. Waldrop, Fred
Try itYou'll always use it. 94y
coat is enough—dries in liac
The Rev. and Mrs. C. B. Smith
and
Efoyd
Gene
Clark;
Lee
Mildred guest.
Aim
Crawford,
4 he. Anyone can use it! 87Pt.
visited friends in Paris last week.,
Mrs. Dorothy Rowlett has com- Bun
For et hashed time only.
guest, George Hart; A. F. Yancey
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Phillips have
pleted a hand painted reproduc- Singleton.
E.
Blackburn;
Miss Cannon Miller. Miss Mary and guest, Walter
announcement of the arreceived
tion of the late E. S. Diuguid from
L. McFarland and guest, Wallace
rival of a grandson on June 4th.
a small photograph. The likeness Williams, Mrs. Manlift Miller; Mrs. Rogers.
The parents, Mr. and Mrs. Brent
is very good and Mrs. Rowlett H. C. Doran, Miss Lamb, Mr. James
. •.• • • •
Phillips, live in Detroit but Mr.
shows her individuality in such Miller and the hosts.
Team
Softball
Girls'
• • • •.
Phillips was reared here.
art. The picture is framed and is
Organized
Farmers are busy harvesting
In the E. S. Diuguid furniture drele No. 3 Of M. Z.
MURRAY, KY.
store. Friends of Mr. Diuguid will
Softball testa played wheat. Rain is badly needed in
Society Meets
enjoy visiting the stare and seeing
the Mayfield team here Thursday many farm sections. Some people, '1
Circle No. 3 of the Alice Waters evening. The resulting score was who have cisterns, are having
his likeness as well as complimenting the fine hand art of Mrs. Missionary Society met Tuesday 12-3.1U favor of the visiting team.
afternoon with Mrs. J. T. Cochran
Rowlett.
The Murray girls, who'have been
assisted by Mrs. Carrie Denham.
at work this week, will go to MayThe
Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft presided.
Delphus Key Marries Miss
field for a return game an Saturdevotional and program were led day evening.
Fredda Lee Snow
Those who will
eissmwelsoie
by Mrs. Farabough who called on probably make the trip are Deweeelleees
and
Mr.
of
son
Key,
Dolphus
the following to contribute:
drop Rowlett. Lucile Pollard, Alma
CalloMrs. Wayne Key, prominent
famillirreseseelsofte,
Mrs. C. A. Bishop, Mrs. Vernon Chrisrnan, Ruth Beckett, Ruth
eoseemeess
way county couple, and Miss Fred- Stubblefield Sr., Mrs. Bryan TolPickard. Ruth Chesterson, Neva
da Lee Snow, daughter of Mr. and ley, Mrs. James Dulaney. Mrs. W.
Langston, Maude Bennett,
•
Gray
Mrs. Fred Snow, Henry county, J. Mecoy, Mrs. E. B. Houston.
Theda Wilkins. Grace. Whitson.
Handy Paint for Rough Jobs
New Floor, for Old with
Term., were united in marriage
During the business session plans Henrietta Mungle, Hurle Hubbard,
We- hope your adjusted compensation money will
Suhday by the Rev. J. M. Story were made for serving progessive
and Isabelle Gilbert.
your
at his home near Murray. Mr. Key luncheons and a banquet for the
go as far for you as GENERAL TIRES will go fOr
•• • ••
is a well known young farmer and county farmers' meeting on July
A lot of paint for the money in See/
Quick-drying, ripply on wood, ccGet Free Lessons
Scouts
Girl
car.
Roof and Bridge Paint.'Don't risk •
has, many friends in the county 10.
mere or linoleum surfaces. Ideal for
In Swimming
repair bills when you can get good
who congratulates him and wish
basement, play room,
Two of your buddies are always at your service at
There were twenty-one present.
loeior at this price.
Chia"
attic or pantry. 10 rich
and
haphim end his bride success
Scouts of Troops No. 1 and
Girl
Block,
SiJo
the SUPER-SERVICE STATION—T. 0. Baucum and
colors. Stands hard use:
Brown, bronze
piness.
No. 2 are being given swimming
Easy.
B. S. ChM Has Picnic Sapper
to apply. Covers
Gal.
Red.
and
Green
Dick Shell.
—
They will make their home this
leeeons on Monday, Wednesday,
'
solid in 1 coot.
At Putnam Home
sear at the home of the brideand- Friday merniegs tit the blurGray Slate slicettiy higher-- -ti
4
Lucile Pollasd,
groom's parents.
Miss
Sunday
by
Girls'
.
Pool
e
ray
The
Intermediat
.4.,
Following the ceremony Mr. and School Class of the M. E. church who is an outstanding student in
kr vii
,
4
ee
Mrs. Key were honor guests at a had a picnic supper at the home the athletic department at M. S. C.
1
dinner given at the home of Mr. of Louise Putnam on Thursday
Those who are going are as
,
..J.'
...,
and Mrs. Wayne Key. About 75 evening.
follows:
,
relatives and friends were ,present
program of
planned
Mary Elizabeth Bennett, Nancy
A well
Stop in today for your copy of
••• ••
games was -directed by Ann Eva Mellen, Clara Waldrop, Mayme
'
Magazine Club To Meet
Ryan, Marjorie Shroat, Jamie
Gibbs.
World's largest maker of fine finJame 25th
of
teacher
is
Branch. Minnie Sue Monroe.
Hicks
T.
G.
Mrs.
40 pages of up-to-the-minute ideas
ishes makes this ideal polish. Use
Emma Sue Bibson, Thelma Riley,
the class and Miss Mattie Trousin full cola'. ICS free. Supply is
it on your finest piecesf
Mrs. Clyde Downs will be host
dale is her assistant. Helen Hire Frances Steed, Frances Gatlin,
limited, so
With coupon at our
the
Magaof
meeting
June
to
the
19'
is president of the class and Thel- Louise Putnam, Mary Virginia
GET YOURS NOW!
store-25c sitefor....
(Except major mechanzine Club on Thursday afternoon
Hoffman, Carolyn Davis, Beatrice
ma Rice is secretary.
Home.
ical repairs)
at 3 o'clock at the Gilbert
.
Sharborough
Marion
present.
Packman,
twenty-five
There were
• ••• •
• ••••
Martha Belle Hood, Martha RobMrs. Mary Pifecoy Hall is hav'MOW— not just "mileage"— but nom-skid
On Tuesday night. June 9, the ertson, Margaret Kelly, Jean Haring the heads of committees of
mileage--thelongest lasting noo-skid tread
of Mr. and Mrs. even Lee rison, Barbara Diuguid, Elizabeth
friends
the A.A.U.W. as guests for a bufPhone 33.
North Fourth Strect
gave them a very pleasant sur- Ray Finney, Jane Hale.
and she so/est—that's the General
devised
ever
fet supper at her apartment on
• •• • • •
Only Exclusive Paint and Wallpaper Store in Murray
prise when they gathered at the
See this new quality General
use:
Silent-Grip
Friday evening.
home of Mr. Lee's parents . and Keys-Houston Hospitel Staff
••••
with the wind-i-nre, tv.istiog, slow, wearing,
gave them a miscellaenous shower.
EldtrYs Outing At Pine Bluff
The Hire-Austin S. S. Class of
silo:I-se/sty tread today.
There 48 preserit and 16 otherS
the M. E. Church is having a
On Dr. A. D. Butterworth's birthsent gifts.
For safety — for econand
medical
this
the
evening.
Bluff
fish fry at Pine
Mere me-skid Naas*
day, June the 15th
•• • • •
omy — put these new
the Keys-Houston
of
Mrs. B. 0. Langston and Mrs. Carstaff
nursing
had
Mellen
Prof. and Mrs. F. D.
... mars heal 1011111.111
him with
surprised
lisle Cutchin are in charge of
Hospital
os year car.
Clinic
Generals
week
with them ter a visit last
plans. The hour is 6:30 p. m. All
at Pine Bluff. The'
Boa you've ever Mews Convenient terms, if
their son. F. F. Mellen and his wife a fish supper
Mr.
members are urged to attend.
Young Mr. delicious supper was servedby
of Haleyville, Ala.
•••••
you wish.
Steele under the
Mellen is with the TVA Geology and ,Mrs. ,John
Circle No. 2 Of MA.
Thelma Tyree,
Mrs.
of
direction
Department.
Society Meets
dietitian at the hospital.
Those attending the pleasantEntertained
Pardon
Eulala
Mrs.
Waters
Circle No. 2 of the Alice
occasion were: Dr. and Mrs. E. B.
Shower
With
Missionary Society met Tuesday
Houston, Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Jones,
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Gracie Garrison recently Dr. ,and Mrs. A. D. Butterworth,
Mrs.,
19c
Now only
Dewey Jonerwith Mrs. Bell asgave a surprise household' shoe:ref Dr. and Mrs. H. L Houston,
NEW
THE
16c
Gak
Power
sisting host__
in compliment to. her daughter, Thelma Tyree, Jessie Nix, Modean
The devotional was led by Mrs.
•
Mrs. Eulala Pardon. The color Nichols, Dixie Mae Hicks, Erin
Collie Hale who also Pave a. talk
The rates are low, but your
scheme of green was 'carried out Wilson, Hilda Ross. Mazy Singlemissionary
a
was
ho
"Malsry".w
on
room is big and alry, and
in gifts and decorations.
ton. Mrs. James Shelton, Calista
to negroes in the ante-bellum days.
you enjoy every fine hotel
Delightful refreshments of cake Butterworth. Christina Mathys, L.
plans
hour,
business
During the
and peaches were served.
T., Joe Uunderwood, Conrad Jones,
luxury at the Linden. Ccn•
were made for an apron garden
Mrs. and Joan, Joe, Jean and John Paul
present
included
Those
•
every.
to
trolly located,close
party to be given on the afternoon
Laura Page, Mrs. Clara Orr, Mrs. Butterworth.
,of June tee 30th at the home of
/hal worthwhile. A friendly
_Clemmie Boggess, Mrs. Lila ValenAll the hospital staff with the
H.
'C.
Mrs.
with
.Hale
Calle
Mrs,
hospitable atmosphere. Fine
tine, Mrs. Vera Sparks, Mrs. Lola exception of Rudy Tyree who was
Doran assisting hest.
Outland, Mrs.:
recovering from an appendix operfood in the Conte Shop and
. Eighteen were tittesent.
Mrs. Cora Bell,'Mrs.'Ada Fox. ation, was present.
Grill- Garage facilities.
Mrs. B. W. Spire will be host• •••
Mrs. Thelma Grogan, Mrs. Avis
for the next meeting at the JetsGarrison, Mrs. Arnbie Willoughby, iee D. C.'s Meet With
E 5. STUNINS,
111•1....0F••=111/.111IMEMMII • •
home.
rings
Presley*
Mrs. Dorothy Dublin, Mrs. Opae "Mrs. Sam Holcomb
Taylor.
Callowayans Attend Widlord-Sykm
Mrs. Sam Holcomb opened her
Mrs. Doyle Garrison. Mrs. Graeie
Reunion At Mist Springs •
Ann home for the U. D. C. meeting on
Elizabeth
Garrison. Miss
Orr Sunday, June lee the-ennead liesoker, Miss- Fay Outland, Miss Wednesday afternoon.
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,
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Miss Adelaide Eubanks,
Dr. Hal Houston Are Married

Its
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BUILIT
A

HOME

StieRwofi-WILLums

S. Pleasant Grove

For...

the

YOURSELF AND FAMILY

The biggest thing you can do for yourself and family is build a home
of your own.

(100%

Flaxoap

S-W Enameloid

ASK US ABOUT 0011 F. H. A. PLAN

hi

DEX - CLEAR

Peoples Savings Bank

The Girt

Quick-drying Linoleum varnish.
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,ROW
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Ily

•

SPECIAL, per quart

Congratulations,
Veterans!

98c

S-W Floor Enamel

Utility Paint

/

137

S-W Polish-ol

EVERY
SERVICE
at
ONE STOP

The Horne Decorator

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER COMPANY

-n!
Dn

its

PAINT

Washing—
Polishing—
Greasing
Oil Changing—
Upholstery
- Cleaning—
Tube RepairingBatteries—
Spark Plugs-Seat Covers—
Accessories—
D-X Lubricating
Motor Fuel—
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INDIANAPOLIS

a
14.. 'ar
GENERAL5/

Diamond Oils and
Greases

Courteous, Complete Service Always

Super - Service Station

,
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'

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.

•
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and Mrs. Houston Miller and
in
daughteF
Mr and Mrs. Clifton Riley, Mr.
and Mrs. Curt Graham. Mrs. Tensile Hargrove,-Mrs. Tom Burl Mrs.
Jim Linn. Mrs. Bert Joslin. Mrs.
Flint Baptist Church Showers
Azzie Stroud-- ---If. And Mrs. L. D. Wilson
Mrs. Sallie Stroud. Miss Jane
Flint Masionars- Baptist Church Outland. Paducah. the Rev. and
surprised •the Rev. and Mrs. L. D. Mrs. L. D. Wilson and children
Wilssn with a grocery shower at Aline and H. W.. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Bob Bob Hubbs and children Anna
the home of Mr. an
Bubb.; Sunday afternodt, June 14. Mae. Mary Bob. Jimmy Dean.
". Those sending gifts were Mr. and
Many nice gifts were received.
'hose present were Mr. sad Mrs. Mrs. Lee Bulen. Mr. and Mrs. Pat
R. .W Hendricks, Mr. and Mrs. Beale. Mr. and Mrs. Hubert TreKeys Blakely. Mr. and Mrs. J. T. vellum Mr. and Mrs. Noble HopGraham, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Clen- kins, Mr. and Mrs. John Graham.
denon and children. Evelyn, Pell, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. itCse, Mr. and
and John. Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mrs. Genie Gilbert. Mrs. Edit Lee
Riley, Miss Geneva Whitlow.
Thomason.
-Mr. and Mrs. ltratli Brittle& Mr":" --Par L. ts-Vittscrn • and family
and Mrs. Carlos Roberts and chil- were_WCZ grateful for these redren. James, Margaret. Rebecca membrane's.
and Dorothy. Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
Spann, Mr. and Mrs. Wilmant *les Clara Nell Johnson
Hubbs and daughter. Bettye CarHonored
roll, Mr. and Mr- J 1. Linn. Mr.
Op Tuesday. June 16. Miss Ruby
and Mrs. Orval Whitlow. Mr. wad
Mrs. Jim Keel and daughter, Mary Darnell gave a party at her home
at Brandon. Games were played
Nell.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Whitlow. Mr. and. every one ersjoyed the ocand Mrs. W. E. Blakely, Mr. and casion.
Those present were 'Miss Lucile
Mrs. Homer Lassiter and sons,
Bobby and Tcmmie. Mr. and Mrs. Cooper. Miss Faye Rogers, Miss
W. E. Trevathan. Mr. and Mrs. Eulalia Johnson. of Brandon. Miss
,Carolyn Rogers. Miss'Ldalae Jones.
Ryan Graham. Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
Walston and son - Will Bob. Mr. MlbS Laur.ne Jones, Miss Laura

THE COMPLETE

FOOD MARKET
Live Better and Save Money Where Quality and
Price Stands Out
$1.19
MIXED BRAN
29c
Gallon Jug of VINEGAR
69c
RED BIRD FLOUR
Gold Leaf FLOUR, the best for cakes and bread.. $1.00
, 25c
COFFEE, that good Pingdinger, 2 pounds
25c
APRICOTS. 1-16. cans, 2 for
15c
ASPARAGUS TIPS, Picnic size
OIL CANS$1.19
5-gallon can full of oil
65c
2-gallon can full of oil
Sc
STEEL WOOL, box
glass
pound,
quarter
Upton's,
TEA-Banquet or
23c
Free
19c
Derwood TOILET SOAP,4 bars and wash rag
28c
PORK and BEANS, Libby's, 4 cans
Red Arrow INSECT POWDER, will destroy
31c
all vegetable insects
•
-2c
c
12 12s
Pure HOG LARD, bring your bucket, lb.
2 pounds CALIFORNIA PEACHES
All kinds Picnic Supplies, Cold Meats, and Spreads.
MEAT MARKET-Armour's Best Branded Beef, Veal,
Pork, Dressed Chickens.
PHONE 37
s

•••

-•
baby. Mr. and Mrs. Aril Vimce and
family. ,Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Burton. Mr. and Mrs. B. F. earrawaY,
Lo Wilkinson, Jim Bell.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Miwris.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown Mortis and
baby. Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Ahart
and futility. Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
Dowdy and family. Mr. aDd Mrs
Netrille Williams, Mrs. Bettie Sellars.
C. B. Bryan. Thomas "Ilanslee,
Rudy Duncan. Henry Butler WilShekells. Rupert
liams, Aubern
Shekells, Chartene Watson; "*va
Thompson. T. R. Tripp. Winsor
Tripp. Moline Duncan, Litrene
Duncan. Kathleen Gordon.
Jo Lee Gordon, Edwin Ahart.
F,arnestine Ahart. Coffield 'Vance.
Edwin Vance. Duncan Morris,
Rtrits,-Tern
Tenses Vance, T.
Wells. Adon Williams, Mutt WII.
hams, LaRue Williams. Mr. and
Mrs. L. B. Williams.
Two brothers, Noah Falwell. of
Detroit. Mich.. and R. H. Falwell.
of Murray were unable to attend
•• •
•

Afternoon vasitors were Mrs.
Lillian Kemp. Mrs. Radix. Mrs.
Douglass, Charles Kemp, Mrs,. Nola
Dick, Evelyn Dick, Mrs. Ella Swift,
Sue Collie, Marie Reeves.
•.
- 4
Tucker-Preason
Marriage Announced

- Mrs. Adolbert Reeves. Idiot Zelma'Bell Si.l..w4se, Burhe SehrOader.
Miss Moline. Griffin, Miss Burkeen. Mrs, Shale Woodall. Mrs. Luther Clark and daughter. Frances,
of Largo, Fla, Eunice. Schroader
and sister Evon.

•

WHAT A DAD! and
Sunday is HIS Day

Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Tucker, of SAU 'Enjoys
Hazel, have announced the marA Party
riage of their daughter, •Butha, to
B. A. If of the First BapThe
Malcolm Presson, of Huntingdon,
Tenn. The wedding was solemn- tist Church enjoyed a delightful
teed" *mit Vie Mt In Nashville.- evening-at the home of Mrs. 0. B.
fryers. Tuesday, June 9.
He may act as if it made no difference-but
Tenn.
Games and contests were the
Mrs. Presson is a graduate of the
underneath it all, he'll feel great if you remember
Fruit
entertainment.
Hazel High School and is a sopho- evening's
jells, was served the guest as party
more in Murray State College.
him. The bridegroom is the son of refreshments.
Mrs. Lester Tolbert
Rev.
the
present
were;
Those
of.
Mrs.
Presson,
H.
C.
and
Mr.
Honored With Shower
Huntingdon. He attended Hunt- and Mrs. Sam P. Martin, Mr. and
A shower vies given Mrs. Lester
ingdon High School and is a form- Mrs. Nat Harris. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Tolbert. of 99 Kalman. Hazel Park,
er student of Murray State Col- Gingles, Mr. and Mrs. Peter HeppMich., Saturday afternoon by her
lege. For the past year he has ner, Mrs. One Bally, Mrs. Mary
sister. Mrs. Edgar Rowland of
been employed OF teacher in Car- Thomas. Mrs. E. D. Covington, Mrs.
14924 Lamphere Road. Detroit.
Alvin Outland, Mr. and Mrs. 0.
roll county.
These present were Mr. and Mrs.
The young couple -will reside at B. Irvan Jr.. Miss Virginia Irvan,
Guthrie Grogan and children, Mr.
present with the bride's parents Mrs. Jewel Nitty, Carl Irvan. Rev.
and Mrs. Murray Outland and
where she is enrolled. in Murray J. H. Thurman, and Mrs. 0. B.
Master Pat Irvan Ursey
children. - Mr. and Mrs.- Willoarn
State College for the zurnmer Irvan Sr.
•
Entertained With Party
• 21 •
James, Mr. and Mrs. Sandy Outterm. Afterwards they .will make
land and daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
A birthday party was given by their home in Bruceton. Tenn.,
James Rowland and children.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ursey in honor where Mr. Presson will be emWe specialize in "Duds for Dad." Come on
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hartsfield I of their son. Pat Irwin. Wednesday ployed this fall.
•
•
•
.
Nolen
and daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
I afternoon. June 10. on his third
in and pick it out at-The Liberty and Pine Bluff baseAtkins, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Maupin, birthday.
Mr. And Mrs. L. G. Tubbs
ball clubs have split a pair of
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Tolbert and
Entertain
Little Pat received many nice.
games the past two Saturdays.
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar little gifts. Games were played
Friends and relatives gathered at Pine Bluff *on the first on their
Rowland and children.
after which refreshments were
the home of Mr. and Mrs. L. G. grounds, 9-4, while Liberty evened
Ice cream and sandwiches were
served to the following:
Tubbs recently in compliment to matters on its home field with a
served. A pleasant afternoon was
Harold and Rachel Young. Marg- their daughters. Mrs. Adelbert 11-7 victory the following Saturenjoyed by all.
aret, Frances, Naomi. Waldine, and Reeves and Mrs. Alvie Galloway, day.
Jeanette Hughes.. Katherine and in honor of their birthdays. Mrs.
Liberty will meet South Howard
"WHERE MEN TRADE"
J.. C. Phillips Honored
Ralph Dunn. Betty -Jewel Lyles. Reeves was 25 years of age and this Saturday and re-engage Pine
Mr. and Mix. Toy Phillips enter- Junior Dunn. Mary Ruth and Billy Mrs. Galloway 22:
Bluff the following Saturday.
11.1••••••7
tained at their home Sunday in Don Peterson, Pat Irvan
A delightful dinner was served
honor of their son. J. L. Phillips. Jessie Louise Hughes. Noma Dell and -Social conversation enjoyed.
on his birthday.
Lyles. Mrs. Garvie Peterson, Mrs.
Those included were Mr. arid
After church services at Green Ima McElrath, Mrs. Opal Ursey. Mrs. Edgar Woodall and son. Mr.
well
with
carne
Lyle,
Mrs. Mary and Mrs. Clinton Edteards. _Mr.
Plain, a group
Mrs. Weldon
filled baskets and joined others Ursey. and Mr. and Mrs. James and Mrs. Jeff Edwards and son.
already assembled.
Ursey.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvie Galloway, Mrs.
n • •
The table was placed On the
Mary Mathis and children.
lawn and decorated with a cake Mrs. Audrey Reeves Entertains
Ray Jackson, Mathis Bell Jack•
containing 20 candles which was
son and two children. Mrs. Rhodie
With Quilting
made by the honoree's mother.
Mahan, Joe Jackson. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Audrey. Reeves entertained : L. G. Tubbs and son, Mr. and
Those present at the'dinner were
with a quilting party
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Paschall and cently
Yuvon. T. W. Nesbitt. Thomas, Ila a host of friends at her home FriTHRIFTY, 24-lb. bag
LYON'S BEST, 24-lb. bag
Nell. James. and Richard Nesbitt. day, June 5. A pickle dish quilt
Mr. and Mrs. Cully Nesbitt: Ha was completed'. -Mrs. Melinda Hen25-PHONES-2.4
Gray . and Dorothy Nesbitt. Mr. ley presented the quilt to the
Lbs. Bulk
PURE CANE, 100-lb. ba
and lt.fr. s. Clinton - Atkins. Willa Rev. and Mrs. J. D. Wilford. Mrs I No 2 cans Pride of Illinois
10
g
Dean. Virginias Sue, and Ted At- Henley, 79, years of age, made the
torn
49.c
quilt.
kins.
23c
1 3 cans Springtime Corn
Each guest carried a covered 10 lbs. pure Cane Sugar ,_
Mr and Mrs. Johnson ScarGALLON, Bulk
. _50c
brough, Franklin Scarbrough. 'Mr. dish and a delightful lunch was
i !,4 lbs. Queens Choice Flour ..KU
and Mrs. Dewey Grogan, James served.
32e to 50c
Those present were Mrs. Belie 12 lbs. of Flour
Hugh. Harold. Don. Bobbie. and
CHUM
Cans 23c
ynRed 23c PINK
l cca
ClubTFaaln
Bettie Carolyn 'Grogan. Mr. and Story. Mrs. Melinda Henley. Mrs. t gallon Gold Dollar Vinegar
Tall
Can
Mrs. Goeblo Scarbrough, Hilda Minnie McCulloch, Mrs. Lois Camp. in ,canning Jar
Cleve and Doris Scarbrough. Mr. Mrs. Brooks Campbell. Mrs. Evie Goldbloom Cottage Cheese in 311C
STANDARD PACK
C. Club White
and Mrs. Coil Phillips, James Rogers. Mrs. Cammie Simpson.
glass
Ise
1 Oc
2 No. 2 cans
can
2
No.
Mn:'. Clara Story. Mrs. Mabie Nice Green .Beans, lb.
Frank and Jacqueline Phillips.
7c
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Phillips and Rogers.
i lbs. Nice New Potatoes ...... 25e
LOAF
Mrs. Lockie Hall, Mrs. Lola
son J. C.. Mrs. Ruby Radford and
.
1 Yetis's: and Mark Eye Seed Peso.
5
'
daughters Farnestine and ese'ne. Rogers. Mrs. Verbs Pittman,
cooking fatMr. and Mrs. Granville Scarbrough. Rachel Cole. Mrs. Namie - Cook. Hnmpko, the dainty
5 pounds Stir: 8 pounds.... $1.00
100-POUND BAG
Cole. Mrs. Crete
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Smotherrnah Mrs. Mable
the Rev. and Mrs. C. B. Smith. A. Reeves.- Mrs. Lela Lassiter, Mrs. Pennant syrup, red. gallon__ 4k
53c
White, gallon
C. Orr, Gaston Walker. Charles and Alta Tyler, Mrs. Mae Johnson.
Mrs. Ethel Keel. Mrs. Winnie , Karo Syrup, gallon__ 50e or 55e
19c
BOXES
Milstead James. Miss Virginia ProFINEST BRAND
Jackson, Mrs. Bula Reeves. Mrs: Get blanks on contest-Osydol and
vine. Miss Estelle West.
Afternoon- guests were Mr. and Ro-sell Story, Mrs. Rudel Lemons,
Ivory Flakes here-We Sell Them
Mrs. Luther Dann, Mary Jane, and Mrs. Ruby Humphreys, Euple LemPounds
-307 Cash Prises and Pontiac
Junior Dunn. Mr. and Mrs. Herman ons, Fae Lemons. Evon Cole. Wilda
Lassiter and Jerlene. Mr. and Mrs. Jean Reeves. Evon Tyler.
Cars.Qnarter lb. Upton's Tea
Mildred- Tyler. Max L.
Dolphus Lassiter and daughter
-Camel, Lucky Strike, Old Gold, Chesterfield,
25e
and glass
Billie Jane, Mrs. Ina Nesbitt and Kathleen Tyler, Milton, Lassiter,
Ch. $1.19
Max
Myrtle May. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Dean Lassiter. Joette Lassiter,
23c
Quartsir lb. Banquet Tea
State Tax)
(Plus
Ray I pkr Kenos-es Pep Free with
Lassiter. James and Robert Lassi- Keel. Billy Keel, Kennith
ter. Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Lassiter. Keel, Betty Pearl Pittrnan, MauProtein
100 Pounds
29e
other cereals, 50c value
1-2 per cent
A sermon and some fine singing dens Johnson. Joe Rex Jackson.
20e ,
$119
D. K. Coffee. lb.
over the radio was erijoyed in Johnnie Campbell.
Gerald Dean Huniphreys, Arco Bourbon Santos Coffee ......., 15e
•
the afternoon.
• •. •
2.0c
Reeves. Miss Flora Mae Cole, Miss Seat Peaberry Coffee
$5.75
'Rennie Sue Keel, Virgil Lassiter. 50-lb. can Pure Lard
Mrs. Kittle Vance, Redden,
Audrey Reeves. Jess Evans. GlinHonored
del Reeves. Sylvester Reeves.
Relatives, neighbors and adnilfsers of Mrs. iKttie Vance gathered
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. L. B.
Williams, of Redden. Sunday..June
14. to celebrate her 70th birthday.
Singing was enjoyed in the afternoon by a -quartet from Sugar
Tree church.
Those..present were; Ralph Moss
Willard Gordan and family. Mr.
and Mrs. Odie McDaniel. Mr. and
'Mrs. Elvin McDaniel. Mr. and Mrs.
LARGE 2 1-2 CAN
Mrs.
Bodine Henslee: Mr. and
C. Club or Del Monte
Clancy Vance and family. Mr. and
Mrs. Buel Donelson and baby.
BULK
Net
Pound
Mr. and Ma. Troy Vance. and

' er-S1
atft

Dayg•_

_Joe

Liberty Baseball Nine
Splits With Pine Bluff

Corn-Austin Co.

TOLLEY & CARSON

WE DELIVER-

-Rtigesrs. Miss Ines Rogers. Miss
Manning. Miss Bernell
Louise
Sheridan. Miss Magdalene Manning. Miss Stella Rhea, of Penny,
Miss Nell Johnson. of Branil.n.
Miss Ruby Darnell.,
Clifton Jones, Eligene Jones. Will
S. Rogers. Wallace Rogers. Gene
Jones, Otto Chester, James Fain.
Dan Fain. Colic Dee Adams. Charlie Cooper, Fred Cooper, Herman
Cooper, 011ie Cooper, R. C. Sheridan, Jimmie Manning, Brent Manning. Kenith Manning. Euritt Bassett, of Coldwater. Bun Hanline
Hughes. of Baekuslaurg. Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Manning. Bill Manning,
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Darnell:"
• ••• •

-

WE THANK YOU
for your support in our
past bicycle campaign.
We congratulate the winner.

1 TOPlease isOur

OGER'S

THE COMPILTE FOOD MARKET

Swann's Grocery

1

1

Swann's Grocery

High MI116

93e
FLOUR
$4."
SUGAR
CIDER VINEGAR Qt. Bottle 10c
2
SALMON C.
CORN
12-0Z.
BREAD
CHICKEN FEED
6
MATCHES
2
BULK PEANUT BUTTER
CIGARETTES
BRAN -14

QUALITY amtSERVICE

CLUB
LAKE VIEW

Our First Thought Always

U. S. Route 45, Paducah, Ky

„.•

JOE CAPPO
and his fine orchestra

Now Playing Every
Night
mueic Starts at 9 o'clock

LIM

Satisfaction
Since 1880

Remember. 410 cover charge
for dinner guests who arrive before nine o'clock, except Saturdays.

TRADE AT

Eat and drink in our grill when.'
It's always cool and comfortable
No cover charge in grill at any
time.

I.

Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides

American Food
and Sandwiches

WE BUY RAGS and SCRAP IRON

Chinese Food Prepared by
OUP Chinese Chef

Shroat Bros.

Phone 959 for Reservations

MEAT MARKET
Free Delivery

Phone 214

25'

SALTED PEANUTS,
2 lbs.

23c

CRACKERS, Wesco Salted,
2-lb. box
15c

TISSUE, Clifton,
4 large rolls

19c

CAKE FLOUR, Swansdown,
Package
23c

WESCO TEA, 1-2 lb. pkg 25c

Standard CATSUP,
Large 14-oz. bottle . . . 10c

SAUER KRAUT,
•
303 can

35c
Armour's Star BACON, Lb.
35c
-2 pounds-VEAL CHOPS
20c
1 lb. BEEFSTEAK
35c
2-lbs. SAUSAGE
PORK HAM, half or whole, lb. . 20c
PORK SHOULDER, half or whole,
17c
pound
15c
BEEF CHUCK ROAST,lb
12/
BEEF RIB ROAST, lb.
2c
1
LARD,Pound
12 1-2c
12 1-2c
-SALT BUTTS, lb.
28c
HENS, pound
35c
FRIERS, pound
KANSAS CITY STEAKS

63'
50c
19'
10c
15c

5c

BOZO DOG FOOD, can. Sc

PEACHES
LARD 50 Lbs.Half or Whole Side
Pound
BACON Sugar Cured
2 Pounds
RING BOLOGNA
2 Pounds
DRY SALT MEAT
SLICED BACON FANCY SUGAR CURED Pound
2 POUNDS
SUPERFINE BRAND
OLEO
FANCY CALIFORNIA
Dozen
LEMONS

15c
12'
25'
25c
25c
29'
25`
19c

KIDNEY BEANS, PORK and BEANS, LIMA BEANS, TOMATOES, HOM- Cc
lNY, Tomato Soup, Sardines, Tomato Puree, Kraut, Tomato Juice, per can 0
RED RIPE

GREEN

CORN

- TOMATOES

3 fm.

Pound
6c

SIZE
CANTALOUPES
L

BANANAS
NAVY BEANS

10c

iii‘EiiiitELONS
4 lLi
i
‘

Large Yellow

DOZEN

HAND PICKED

7 Pounds

59c
15c
25`

•

--Wert L. Sloan, Prop.

•

•
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HE LEDGER •Sz TIME
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEER

K.-T.Spending $8,000 on Local Water
Plant to Improve Quality, Quantity
-The Kentucky-Tennessee Light
& Power Co. is adding an $8,000
improvement to the present city
. water supply unit. A new well
250 feet deep near the water plant
is being dug and the west end
well of the college section will be
discontinued. The equipment of
this well is being transferred to the
new well site, to be used there.
Robert Carney, local manager,
stated that the water from the
new well and the old as well will
be treated to remove the iron and
latlphar deposits -berme-. entering'
the city mains. N,
The new well kill have a capacity of 700 gallons per minute, and
the old well's capacity will be increased from 400 to 600 gallons per

nber

I

Twenty-two Bell county poultry
raisers reported a.. total production
of 2,197 dozen eggs last month.
Approximately 1,000 cows were
tuberculin tested in Mercer county
last month.

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon June 18, 1936

Demand to Be Great
for Smith-Hughes
Home Economics
Teachers

minute. With this improvement
either well will have ample capacity to supply the city with
water, pumping if used together
1300 gallons of water per minute,
-Besides this new- well improve.ment a new main is being laid on
South Fourth street. These additions to the present plant makes
Murray an up to date city in the
way of public utilities service.

Dr. J. H. Richmond, president
of Murray State College, today
told the College News he had
learned from Miss Ate Lee, state
supervisor of home economics,
that there would probably be
the greatest demand ever known
for Smith-Hughes home economics teachers.
Dr. Richmond said the reason
for this expected increase was
the fact that increased funds
would be available for this type
of - instruction. Murray State
College is equipped to provide
the highest. type of instruction
in this field, according to college officials.

Coach Cutphin Has
M.A. From Peabody

Cut driving costs—the
way most motorists do
—byusing dependable
long-mileage CROWN
GASOLINE.

53c
SOc
19c
10c

ESSOLUBE Motor Oil
gives yon extra miles
of service—at no extra
cost ... A Quarter a
Quart—in cansor bulk.

15e

5

•

•

Athletic Director Carlisle Cutchin returned to Murray June 6 from
Peabody College where he received his MA. degree.
While on leave of absence he
completed his third, and last, quarter of residence work on his M.
A. degree at Peabody College.
Nashville. Tenn. His first two
quarters were taken in the spring
and summer of 1835. He received
his Master of Arts degree June 5.
His major and minor fields were
physical education and
health
respectively.
Mr. Cutchin
re-assumed
his
duties this week as athletic director
and is teaching classes in physical
education and health.
Hendon Named V.-P.
of Postal Clerks
L. C. Hendon and Layman Neale,
of the Murray postoffice staff, reBowling
Sunday from
turned
Green where they attended the
state convention of postal clerks.
Mr. Hendon was elected second
vicespresident of the organization,
moved up one notch from the post
of third vice-president which he
held last year.

Susie Stewart, 86,
Saturday Near New
Concord.

Died

Coach Roy Stewart, varsity football mentor at Murray College,
said today that the Thoroughbreds'
game with Bethel College, McKenFuneral services were hold--for zie,
Tenn., as arc‘opening game for
Mrs. Susie Stewart, age 86, Sun- the
1930 Murray football season
day, June 14, at 3 p. m., from had
been cancelled, and that
Blood River Baptist Church, the
Georgetown College of Kentucky
Rev. J. H. Thurman officiating. would
e Murray's first opponent
Burial was in the Blood River in the
college stadium here Fricemetery.
day night, September 25.
Mrs. Stewart died at the home
Reason for cancellation of the
of her daughter, Mrs. I. N. Burton, near - coneord,-Stittirday, June Bethel game was given as conflicts
13.
She is survived by three resulting from fall semester regisdaughters, Mrs. Lowry Underwood, tration. The game was scheduled
Mrs. I. N. Burton, and MPS. Walter for Friday. September 18. The
Thurman; one son, W. F. Stewart, withdrawal of Bethel from the
Rector, Ark.; one brother, Jordan schedule leaves Murray with nine
Champion; one sister, Mrs. ISelle ,games to play, five of them on
Case, Hickman, Ky.; 62 grandchil- Opponents' grounds.
The prospects for the team to
dren, 44 great grandchildren, and
develop next fall a hard-rushing,
one great great grandchild.
Pallbearers
were grandsons; touchdown-scoring machine that
Chester Rowlett, John Rowlett, will be hard to stop have never
Orville, gluon, Ruble, and Stewart appeared so favorable since 1933,
according to Coach Stewart. He
Thtlfman.
indicated that although the material will perhaps be no better,
the better morale already evidenced by the student body will be reflected by the team and furnish it
with the spark that was lacking
The farmers would like to see an
in last year's team.
old time rain before all the tobacWith the football season little
co dies.
more than three months off, the
Mrs. Bryan Galloway has been
varsity mentor has cautioned his
on the sick list the past three

Edge Hill News

weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight James visited in Bell City Sunday.
The Reverend Hicks delivered a
fine sermon Sunday at Mt. Pleasant. He preached from the Book
of Genesis.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Ray, Alvis
Ray, Miss Frances Sampson. L. D.
Ray of Cottage Grove. Tenn., Miss
Nellie Kemp, Tell Cole, and Edward Lee Cole were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Claude Kemp Sunday.
The little, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Hill has been on the sick list
for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. my Cook and chil*siren have been attending the Pentecost-revival meeting at Lynnville.
-Hill Billy

It part to read the elosIfied as.. -

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH-

1.75

19c

LEGIONNAIRES WILL
MEET HERE SUNDAY

APIT

COMFORTABLY
COOL

TODAY AND FRIDAY

BALCONY 16c (including tax)'
Till 5 P. M. Daily Except Sunday

SATURDAY ONLY

The Fun Begins When the
Stork Drops In!

TH.I.U. 1!)
DFATHER$
3e.4te/t MORRIS learia STONE
a&A.BREIN NAN 9tesillERVEY
e, .11,St;• iiit•1c45.RC2 • D,e•etarth 141(MARC

'

1141%

A FOX t•der• wtth

JOHNNY DOWNS
SHIRLEY DEANE
DIXIE DUNBAR

Peter B. Kyrie
wrote it..14-G,17
imaduc,71
roma c

"FLASH GORDON"

JANE DARWELL
MARJORIE GATESON
-sa GENE LOCKHART

"BARNYARD AMATEURS"

Directed by Lewis Seiler
Associate Producer Jobe Stone

A

Colored Cartoon

Tuesday-Wednesday

SUNDAY and MONDAY
A beautiful woman —
charged with murder,
condemned by public
-opinion, separated
'from her child—is she
guilty? See her! Hear
her dramatic story!

Health Conference at
Lynn G rb v e Friday
•
-tin- X.- A.
-Outland, county health
doctor, announces that there will
be a Child Health conference at
Lynn Grove high school Friday.
June 19, di 2:00. Mrs. Nix Harris
and Mrs. Crawford Arnett will assist.
On the following Triday, June
26. there will be a health conference at Concord at 2:00. Mrs. Es.
sic Blalock will assist.
These health conferences are for
the examination of pre-school children. Also, diphtheria and smallpox vaccine will be available at
both clinics.

Realize Your Dream, VETERANS,

athletes to keep in conditron.
Captain Julian Henderson, kicker
and passer of excellent ability, declared at the close of spring football practice, May 20, that the
team looked a lot better than it
did last year at that time.
In that spring practice session,
Stewart stressed fast 'and deceptive running plays, hard tackling
and close blocking, and quick, accurate tosses of the prolate sphereoid. He-especially emphasized defense tactics for passing attacks
an reintroduced the theory of
laterals.
According to Stewart, the teams
expected to give the Racehorses
the most difficulty are Western
Kentucky, Middle Tennessee, Mississippi College, and Union University. •Middle Tennessee was unbeaten and untied in college football last fall.
The revised '1936 football schedule follovis:
Friday, September 25, Georgetown College of Kentucky at Murray (night).
Saturday, October 3, Morehead
College at Morehead.
Saturday, October 10. Ouachita
Crake*. Arkadelphia, Ark., at
Murray (afternoon).
Saturday, October 17, Mississippi
College, Clinton, Miss., at Murray

Volume CIVIN 2g41S

(HOMECOMING).
Friday, October 23, Middle Tennessee at Murfreesboro. Tenn.
Friday, October 30, Union University at Dyersburg, Tennanight).
Saturday, November 7, West
Tennessee at Memphis.
Murray Host for Annual Distrkt
Friday, November 13, Tennessee
Conference; Local Post
Tech at Cookeville, Tenn.
Plans Party.
Saturday, November 21, Western
Kentucky at Murray.
Legionnaires of the first district
will be the guests of Murraz_naxt
Chandler to Second
Sunday afternoon for their ,annual
Roosevelt Nomination district conference.
-al.
- to
The meeting will be calis
Frankfort, Ky., June 12.-Gov- order at the court house at 1:30
ernor Chandler will leave Frank- o'clock by District Commander
fort next Wednesday for Philadel- George S. Hart.
phia to take part in preliminary
A 119W- district ceInseacdoa-will
Confererice-i'd-the Democratic. Nabe chosen, delegates named to the
tional Convention starting June national Convention and commit23, he announced today.
teemen selected to represent the
The Governor, it was learned, first district at the state convenhas been selected to make a 20 tion in Paducah, beginning July 1.9.
minutes seconding speech when
Other district officers WITI. also
President Roosevelt's name is plac- be chosen, Mr. Hart sad- that
ed in nomination for re-election.
no formal program had batiait arHowever, sever4_, haThe Goverruir disclosed that he ranged.
would make a nation-wide speak- promptu addresses are expected.
At this time, Murray. Pa-will
ing tour in behalf of the President's re-election and would visit announce plans for a bonus celepractically every state in the Un- bration party to be held next week.
Commander Fleetwood B. Crouch
ion during the campaign.
Asked
about rumors current said.
here that he may be chosen as a
Plans are also being nuxie by
running mate for President Roose- Murray Post for the annual Pourth
velt in the event Vice President of July celebration at Pine Bluff.
Garner declines to seek re-election, the Governor said he was not
Twelve Knox county 4-H club
a candidate for the office and pre- members have started small fruit
ferred to serve out his term as projects with strawberries and
Governor.,.
grapes.

1

Preaching by the pastor morning and evening.
Morning spbject: "A NEGLECTED MINISTRY"; evening subject:
"DISOWNED".
Sunday
School every Sunday
morning at 9:30. with classes for
all ages under the care of splendidly trained officers and teachers.
Dr. Hugh M. M Elrath, superintendent.
B. T. U. every Sunday evening
at 6:45, each Union rendering an
inspiring program. R. W. Churchill, director.
Mid-week meeting every Wed-.
nesday evening at 7:30. followed
immediately by the meeting of
Sunday 'School officers, teachers.
workers, and all interested in this
very important work.
A cordial invitation is extended
to one and all to worship with the
people of this congregation.

$1
s

CIRCULATION APRIL 13-4,935, SWORN TO.
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

AGED LADY LEAVES Bethel Game Cancelled As
107 DESCENDANTS Opener For Thoroughbredi
Mrs.

Calloway,
.(Ift • year
•"1"blaraliall. Graves. Henry and Stewart Counties.
i.
cn a year elsewhere Is
‘'"the State of Kustuely.
t9 An a year to any admires"
val•••""other than above.

DON'T GAMBII
WITHIOW
with

Irvini
Pkhel
Ian Keith

Read the Chundfled Column.
-

WISELY, own a home. The- opportunity you have longed for ie here. Now that you
have your bonus, build- the home—the time is
NOW. Wei gladly furnish you with building
help's, experienced builders at tio cost to you in'
planningyour new home or remodeling; and
have always the very best of materials to supply your needs in the building line. See us,'
don't delay! Building costs are sure to be
greater later on. We Are just entering the
greatest home building program this country
has entered in several years, and you will
surely see higher prices in both labor and materials later on. ACT NOW! DON'T DELAY!

Directed 1
Dudley

SPEND-

At Least
Possible
Expense

A Colurablu
-Picture

"THE
MARCH
OF
—Also—

TIME"

Murray Lumber CoIncrp
orated

Phone 262

Everything to Build Anything—
Depot Street

SELECTED
SHORT
SUBJECTS

,Wall;s Drug
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For Bad Feeling
Due to Constipation
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Both candidates for the U. S.
Senate were in Danville during the
John
meeting.
grown
Young
spoke at • Young Democrats' rally Thursday night and Senator
Loge's up for re-election, was
there Friday mingling with some
of his supporters.
Among those greeted wer e
Lindsey Nunn, new publisher of
The Lexington Herald. and his
affable young am, Gilmour, who
will be general mannfor. However, they will depend largely upon the effective sersices of Torn
Underwood. one of, the top-notch
newspaper men of the nation, who
so ably conducted The Herald dur•ing the latter years of its ownership by the late lamented Desha
Breckinridge.
Mr. Nunn became interested in
our toll-bridge problem and promised some support, which is bound
to be effective.
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Modern Ice Refrigeration!
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We have several times before published the ITEMIZED figures showing, you exactly. how Yerti
can live over $600 in 20 years with Pure, Natural Ice Refrigeration as compared to mechanical, gadget
Refrigeration.
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This is one bonus that you don't have to be a s'eteranT'tjijd this is a bonus that the veteran
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Talk
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to
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and
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•
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out and the jap clover is drying joys it.
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his
filled
Moss
Rev.
The
,•Parter lintel has completed his
up. There is not one-hall a crap
bers of the 4-H Club for an ice
Sunday. The
2nd
the
appointment
of tobacco set in this section and new &tme and it looks 1100d from
cream supper to be given at
protracted meeting will come off
what has been met out is doing an the outside and, of course, its much the third Suriday in July and will
Smotherman June 19, fotOthe benegood. The hay and oiq crop le nicer on the inside. Parker doesn't continue through two weeks.
fit of the club. Every one is invitdo anything.. by "piece meal”.
so short we teal rake it up.
ed.—Ople Erwin, club reporter.
is invited to attend.
Everyone
Locust
at
Homecoming
The
Carlton Rile,' is tearing down
—Lazy Ned
suca
was
Fifth
Sunday
his house and is preparing to put Grove on
cess in every particular. It was
estimated that about 450 or 500
persons were present. There was
plenty of good eats and lots left
Masters Dan Johnston and Harover. The Reverend Moss, who
old Linn Doran presented Dr. Carr
and
Revs.
address,
Murray,
21.
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made
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shaking
Mos
regular
had
with a rug which was woven on
Issemusnes," writes UM Cora able Lyles, Boyd, Motheral and later Roxie Lou Ethridge, 21, Farminga hand loom by the fifth grade
dare, of Paragould, Ark. "I was an in the day the Rev. and Mrs. J. J. ton. License issued June 12.
children of the Training School
run-down and cramped at my tine Smith came in from Smithlancl,
P. M. Shrader, 22, Hazel, and
under the direction of Miss Naomi
until I would base to go to bed. After Ky., and he made a talk. He is 87 Dorothy Broodway, 22, Paris, Tenn.
Maple and the student tepcher,
My first bottle of Cardul, I was bet- years of age and been in the ser, License issued June 12.
Otho Winchester.
tor. I kept taking CardUl and soon
11
was 19. At
Mason Holsapple, 17, Murray
The loom on which the rug was
was all right The shedder male vice ever since he
and BR'CCIS CABOT in 'DON'T GAMBLE MTH woven belottgs to Mr. Winchester
and I did not cramp. I felt Wade o'clock, Rev. E. C Dees preached and Reba Faye Howard, 15, Lynn
been I gays Carew to ay stialer lee an interesting sermon and at 3 is Grove. License issued June 6 with LOVK" at the Capitol Theatre Tuesday .sod Wednesday.
and is -more than- 140 years - old:was le about the mama omMea aleil Ohs in. the Rev. Hardie of Paris, Tenn., parents consent.
n right"
ia
watii=i
lowed a clean-chick pr gram and Six rugs have been woven by these
of women tete Pane butsdelivered a nice discourse, followraised 208 out of 3Ca chicks that children.
Mad theca. Tf is is set lime YOU, ed
Ben Johnson Blames
Nashville quartet.
It pays to read the classified ads.
by the
occaalt a pbwation.
The rug presented to Dr. -Carr
he started,
Former Administration
lose this year "about ;750.000.00". will be on display in the lobby of
for High Toll Rates
"The setting aside of $2,000,000.00 the library.
for county road purposes, when
added to the $2,000,000.00 just menAnswering a complaint made by
tioned, would all but have freed
the Murray Chamber of Commerce
all of our intra-state bridges. Lauvinia Bynum, Hubert Bynum,
against excessive toll rates on inWhatever little balance might have Ocie Bynum, and Ruby Gish.
tra-state bridges, Ben Johnson.
been left could most easily have
Plaintiffs.
chairmen of the State Highway
been paid by the Highway Com- " Vs. Order of Reference.
Commission, 'today 'blamed former
mission.
Lucy Bynum Smith and W. H.
officials for "too" expensive engiInsist on Sunburst PASTEURIZED Milk, the'
"I wish it clearly understood that Finney, Administrator With Will
neers and too Costly bridges".
milk.
_safe
only
of
Isa
Estate
of
any
Annexed
the
opinion
am
I
not
expressing
The Murray Chamber of Comas to whether or not the $2,000,000,- Bynum, Deceased, .
4.. The well-rounded dk:t must include milk. .1't
merce had written Johnson solicit.Defendants.
00 should better have been spent
supplements every other flood as nature intended.
ing his support in freeing the
It is ordered that this cause be
upon county roads than by freein
not,
if
and,
possible,
bridges if
No other food has the footl value that milk has per
referred to George Hart, Master
ing our toll bridges".
securing a reduction in tolls—parMilk gives the greatest return in healthful
cost.
to
take
. Disclaiming any desire for polit- Commissioner of this Court,
ticulaely at Eggner's Ferry Bridge
nourishment.
ical advantages, Mr. Johnson add- prhof of Claims against the estate
across the Tennessee River near
Nath"100-4-door
wholly and entirely of In Bynum (Deceased), and all'
ed: "I am
Sakes with Mock
here.
without political ambition of any persons holding claims against said
Chairman Johnson replied that
sort, but I do entertain the busi- estate will present their claims,
"a less costly bridge, but just as
obliWhen you bay a bottle of milk, you assume an
ness ambition ,So help, if I may, duly proven, before this Court's
substantial a one could and would
route
the
to
returned
is
bottle
empty
from toll for the Master Commissioner on or before
the
gain
freedom
to
that
see
to
gation
have been built if a certain firm
the 3rd day of-August, 1936, or be
traveling public".
man or the grocery from which you bought the milk.
of bridge engineers had not been
collecting
barred from
forever
forced upon us by Governor Sampsame in any other manner except
son and his then Highway Cornthrough this suit.
mtesion."
Witness my hand as Clerk. dellodeclared: "My
Mr. Johnson
way Circuit Court, this June 15,
ef
anxiety relative to the freeing of
..,;,...
The S-motherrnan 4-H Club held 1936.
the bridges is so intense with me
C. L. Miller,
that I shall not draw a satisfied its regular monthly meeting Fri.
•
Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court
musesnise
breath between now and the com- day. June 5, at 3 p. m. The proing of the news to me that the gram was as follows:
'
el!0
Meeting called to order by the
bridges have been set free of toll".
Geraldine Milstead.
president,
exchairman
l'he
commission
1
4.
lialhair
14,74'
bse 74-sete4
i
Club Pledge, Members of Club.
plain that the tolls could have been
Scripture, 23 Psalm, flee Erwin.
freed if the time for the payment
big enough to
Prayer, Leola Erwin.
Don't be too easily satisfied when you buy a times as much! Hydraulic brakes
of the automobile license tags had
seamcompletely
Song, "For the Beauty of the
low-priced car this year. Just drop in the Nash- stop a truck! The world'sfirst
not been changed, if the price of
ydsl engineerLaFayette showroom and see how mycji more less all-steel body. And aft of the
tags had not been re- Earth", Club members.
the
license
only
put
manufacturers
Roll Call, answered With the
you CAN feet for your money in a Nash "400" ing features that other
duced, and if the $2,.000,000.00 set.
in their higher-priced cars! Automatic Cruising
'name of' some wild flower.
or LaFayette.
aside
fur
road
purposes
county
cost.
extra
More room than in cars costing two and three Gear available at slight
could hatoe been utilized. He(esti•P.
mated that the commission will
"lose approxiniately $1,250,000.00
Chiropractor
this Year" by the change in time Office at Home, bee West Male
for payment of license tags. From
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
the reduction in price of the tags.
PLAN
BUDGET
T.
I.
C.
6%
THROUGH
in Afternoon
CONVENIENT LOW PAYMENTS
he estimated the commission would
I P. M. to 6 P.M.
Claud Smith of Allen county fol-
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Kirkney Kinklets
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Dr. John W.Carr.
Is Presented Rug

Marriage
Licenses

Nervous, Weak Wain
Soon All Right
in

AWN solirricv

Oil

Order of Reference

JUST SEE HOW MUCH
MORE YOU CAN GET FOR
AS
•LITTLE AS 595*
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Nature's Best Food • • • •

F

RETURN MILK BOTTLES

NINC
TOR
PANY

Smotherman 4-H
Club News
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—Telephone 191
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Murray Milk Products Co.

Dr. W.C.Oakley

NASH
LAFAYETTE

LAFAYET

s595

NASH "400"

'665

PARKER BROTHERS GARAGE
South Fourth Street

Phone 373

VIurray, Ky

!mini

LET US
HELP YOU
PLAN!

'
WELING ALONE

,74
111 )

Veterans,
Congratulations

me

The unquestioned preferenee of
who travel is one of the finest
tributes to the courtesy hospltallty
and luxury of the Willian}lan teL
WCmen

Use Your Adjusted Compensation
to Fight Your Own Battle
While we were delighted to have been of service in assisting a majority of the veterans of Calloway county in filing their
adjusted compensation applications, we do not wish any veteran to feel that he should -be under any particular obligation
to us in handling the cash from his bonds should he desire to

••••.

You
get

Every room has circulating ice wcte.r
and electric fan. finest of food is
served in the beautiful coffee shop.
Pates are always low.
and
250 ROOMS
with beth 'au UP

NEWEST ki EMpH IC TENNESSEE
I
Moin&Mooroe
HOTEL IN in

It was a service w were delighted to render as an institution that
_
_
serves Calloway county.
We would like to suggest, however, that -each veteran "spend
some aad save some ;" keeping a portion of his adjusted compensation
forithat "rainy day" that comes in every life.

Ice

BUILD and SAVE

H. Grady, President
R. E. McEachin, Manager

turn them in.
ran
sat-

Ex-Service Men ... This Opportunity to

... may never come again!
Wonderful sites can
.Right now is the time to start building your home.
priced. Labor is
low
still
are
materials
Good
figures.
bargain
be picked up at
plentiful.
the inA new home is easy to finance,today. 'Your-BONUS can be made
show you
can
We
one.
atford
cannot
you
think
you
Perhaps
itial payment.
of income—just ils‘
how a most livable residence can be built and paid for_out
you pay rent.

Come in and let us explain the F. H. A,to tou. ,

a

•8

You Made America Safe for Us--We Will Make Your Bonus Money SAFE for You.
We Want Your Business and Will Take Good Care of It

SPOTLESS TOWN!
Men and women who live in spotless homes
always rperialty appreciate the Brown-this
small city of transient homes that really is a
"spotless town." When.wiu arrive, notice the

wcird--,
'-.A new home is a "capital investment" in th-e slang sense of thein a low
property
buying
by
wrong
go
never
can
you
it's' 1a splendid one., For
that
pride market, improving it and, holding on to it. And finally remember
It's
in.
live
to
something
only
not
It's
haven.
a
as
well
as
hobby
a
is
home
your
something to live for.

clearifitiees Of everything-the lobbies, the res-

'bax*

Mt

Idavvaxl

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.
All Accounts Insured up to $5,000.00
4:1

Calloway County Lumber Co.

taurants,the bed rooms. More than ever, you'll
then appreciate The Brown!

THE DROWN HOTEL
teutevius

- •
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PHONE 73

MURRAY, KY.

Headquarters for Home Improvements
tt.

ts '
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tars of Court Drama

huge crowd
evening to
see Ow "bicycles given away by
Ryans Store. There were several
disappointed, but it seemd little
Miss Helen Jean Workman was
very happy as she was the lucky
girl and Jimmie Itobinsore the
boy, was also happy.
41jMr. and Mrs. Boman St. John
and daughter. Joan. of Paris. Tenn.,
spent Sunday 'with Mrs. St. John's
parents. Mt. -and Mre Jim Thomp-:
son, and farnile; and other relaMiss Dorothy Jean St.
tives.
John. who has been visiting here
for the past two weeks returned
home with thene-Scatter-Brain.

Mr. and Mrs. Clifford White. of
rear Mason's Chapel, are the proud
parents of a daughter, born at the
haute Wednesday, June -TO. The
Mat M.SA has beep- named Grieelda.
Mrs. Ina Nesbitt and daughter,
Myrtle May, have returned to
their home near Midway after a
visit with relatives in Tennessee.
Mr. and Mre. Bob Hart, Turn
Lamb. Mrs. Mary West, and Mrs
eCarl Lamb visited in the home of
eMr. and Mrs. Joe Lamb and family Friday.
Misses •Elizabeth and Charline
Walker are visiting relatives in
Nathville. Tenn.. at the present.
N. G. Wall. Mr. and Mrs. KenWhat would be more pleasing
neth Grogan and Miss Marie Wall
than a 'gentle rain? There is such
had as then: wit end guest Mr
a thing as crop failure. (proven' in
Wall's mother Mrs: Lula Wall.
19301 and unless we get a rain
of Murray.
soon, well be sailing -in the same
.Jr. and Mrs. David Harmon and rhest as. 1934.lames t
visitecl Mr.- and
son. Mrs. Acidic Wilson is improved
Mrs. G. T. Harmon for a few
at this writing.
hours Saturday night
•
Mr. and Mrs. Garton Clark and
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Adams,visitEarl
ed his parents one night last .week daugliter, Lola Pearl. and
Nix Wilson. visited the'forrner's
near Murray.
parents near Paris. Tenn.. SaturArsil Mae Alexaniler, of Murray. I day and Sunday.
spaht the week end with his
The Children's exerctses at Maparents and other relatives. of near
son's Chapel Sunday evening was
Hunt•ngdoie Tenn.
splendid proThe farmers are needing a rain well attended and a
badly. It _looks now as if all the gram was presented.
Mrs. Julia Clark is spending a
tobacco is set that will be.
daughter. Mrs.
Misses Maudaline Boswell ad few weeks with her
River
Marion Davis, of Bruceton. Tenn.. Hassell Hutson. of the Mood
visited Mr. and Mrs' G. Wink inson section.
- Mre-1. -N. Wilson - TS on the sick
list this week.
Mrs. Beatrice Lamb and daughters. Edna Mae. Frances. and Betty
Sue, left Saturday. June 6. for
Toledo. Ohio. to make their home.
Mrs. Lamb will be employed there.
"Chatterbox". we enjoyed your
letter. Write again. "write often."
Sorry to hear a the death of
Mrs. Elva Wilson_
We are glad there are some
newspapers that have news, without politics for a headline.-Tilda.

Gunter's Flat

Hazel Route 3

onftes
t Es,6
WI—

Madeleine Carroll and George Brent are co-stars in the dramatic Wan
ter Wenger picture. -The Case Againet Mrs. Ames," opening Sunday
at the Capitol Theatre.

"Hazel Route 2 News
Still, hot and dry, but I imagine
God knows best for us.
Mr. and Mrs. James Henry spent
last week end with Mr. and Mrs.
Jess Dick, of near Macedonia.
Mro Susie Oliver, Mrs. Eula Lax
and little daughter, Bettie Jo, visited Mrs. Pet Lois last Thursday.
Mrs. Lois has been very ill.
Dick Simmons spent Thursday
with Mr. and Mrs. Cleave lax.
near Macedonia_
Velma and Susan Lax were in
Murray Wednesday.
The revival meeting at Macedonia begins the second Sunday in
July. "- Come and bring some one
with you.
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Hart and
children.'Bennie Lee .and. Janice.
have returned to Detroit after a
short visit with relatives and
friends here.

THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
--THE OLD KENTUCKY
'
HOME

"The PRIZE
VALLES at.
every price! t"
says Public
Experience.
Andthat'swhy
we Goodyear
Dealers sell
the most tires
- —by -millions!
ousuisuosa

— are ever Observed in the Service, Comfort
and convenience of the

.

KENTUCKY ._
.
HOTE
L
.,
Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date -in All
Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates
Write TURNER MILAM, Ass't. Manager
for Reservations
,

James Lamb. Orval Houston. and
Odell Houston spent Saturday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Simmons. of near. Macedonia.
Mrs. Sallie Burton is spending
a few gays with her sister, Mrs.
Lue HOUston. of near Macedonia.
be going is news is scarce.
-"Three Little Pigs"

Murray RoUte 5
Mrs. -Richard' Robinson' and
daughters. June and Mary Ann, of
Blytheville.
Arkansas.* returned
home this week after a two week's
visit with Mr and Mrs. Edd Norsworthy and family.
Little Miss Martha Jane Hurt of
Hazel. is spending the week with
Miss Josephine Harmon.
A large crowd attended the chits
dreres exercises at Mason's Chapel
Sunday night.
Miss Violet Black, who has been
sick, is improving nicely.
Orvis Matheny. of Blytheville.
Ark., visited relatives here Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Harmon and
daughter. Josephine., visited Mrs.
Harmon's- sister. Mrs. Galen Hurt.
who is ill.
Mrs. Edd Norsworthy is ill at
this writing.

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
Miss Rubene Fergerson returned
to her home in Buchanan, Tenn.. everybody reads it!

Sunday affer a week's visit with
her sister. Mrs. Hugh Osbron.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl-ie White and
daughters. Billie Jo and Freda
Nell. visited Mr. and Mrs. Elmo
Harmon Friday night.-Curly-Top.

Stella Gossip
Mr and Mrs. Bee Cochran. of
Chickasaw. Okla.. were here June
12. Mr. Cochran saw his own
cousins. Jim, and Joel Cochran,
whoia he had not seen since about
1919. Before her marriage Mrs.
Cochran was Miss Essie Lynn. We
were indeed glad to see them once
more, on the ole Kentucky shore.
'Captaig and'Mrs. Wayne Pickets

I BUY DX

For example—LOOK!
as low $4
as

„95

SPEEDWAY

for EXTRA MILEAGE

Husky! Big! Handsome! Wi
all these Goodyear Sale,
features:

T:

for quick-stopping
-THICK, TOUGH, LONG -MILEAGE Goody ear non•skid

, trek]s.
...BLOWOUT PROTECTION IN
-EVERY PLY (built with

SUPERTWIST'cord)

-

Let us show wu •
your size

BEALE MOTOR
COMPANY

ptIOSO"

VELING
if!tilt gasoline SALESMEN are vitally
mileage, and that is
concetned
D-X Ethyl
are
why D-X and
D-X and D-X such outstanding favorites
with
Ethyl are
fuels ... provide
exclusively different them.
needed
cylinder parts. They
lubrication to all motor
upper
deliver mileage
ordinary gasolines
unequaled by
—and this is a
Prove it iinifer
the money-back guaranteed claim.
mond Trial Bond
...at any D-X orterms of the DiaDiamond station!
"Ahead of the
,
ttit
Parade"
mio:coNTINENT
sr
-3K
PETROLEUM
CORPORATION

t}Xd DX ETHYL ariedeLy Motor Fuels
DIAMOND 760 Motor Oil

DIAMOND GREASES

Incorporated)

D-X AND OTHER DIAMOND PRODUCTS APE DISTRIBUTED IN THIS TERRITORY BY:
Phone 170

Murray,- Ky

JACKSON PURCHASE OIL CO.
.4

COMMISSIONER'S
- SALE
Calloway circuit court
Bank of Murray.
Plaintiff

A TRAVELING SALESMAN SPEAKS:
\
1 '
i
,,,.fr
4
"
,..-.

-THE GOODYEAR MARGIN OF
SAFETY with center- tractior

while visiting here. put on their Arkansas Centennial Cain
free moving picture ehow in the
Designed. by Everett Burr
yard of Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Rich11,
ardson on Star
Route, MayThe official' setuvenir halfsciolfield Highway. Scenes in Hono- tars for the Arkansas Centennial,
lulu. home. and pictures of Boul- being celebrated this year. was deder Darn, of Mr. and Mrs. Noah signed and has been copyrighted
Warren, arid finally ole Eagle's by Edward Everett Burr, a nephew
home and their descendants. When of Mrs. M. D. Holton, Murray.
ole man Eagle and ole Miss Eagle
A picture ef the medallion tocame walking out of the .house on gether with an article recently apto the front, it was as plain as A. peared in the New York HeraldB. C. I felt like a Million dollar Tribune,
gold piece—and----!!
Mr. Burr is a grandson of the
Officers that collected money off late Judge Hamlin and his mother
fellewe for tresspase, ought to "pay was born and reared in Murray.
It back". The only. way for them
to be elected in next year's election is "buy their way in", which
is a gigantic fraud. If a candidate
was to fry to buy my vote I would
After being absent last week
consider it a blasphemous insult.
As "Lazy Ned" would say "cut- because news was so scarce. I have
ting wheat.,and laying by corn is come back on the air this week
for a sheet •program. Hope it may
the order of the day."
David Thompson, Luther Pogue. be interesting to those who are
Henry Hargis and Charley Arnett listening.
were the gospel preachers at
Mitses Maudline Boswell and
Coldwater Church of Christ Sun- Marian Davis, of Bruceton, Tenn.,
day. A large crowd was. present. sums- the...weak, tad_ las-Alas guests
Plenty dinner, under the noon day of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Wilkerson
sun, June 14.
and Mr. and Mrs. Galon Wilkerson.
Fourth Sunday in June (the
Mrs. Ina Nesbitt and daughter,
28th). the new church house oT Myrtle Mae who have been in
William's Chapel will be "dedi- Nashville where the latter has
cated", located just west of Lynn been attending school for the past
Grove on highway. Bring your four months, returned to their
dinner, marching under the ban- home at Midway last Saturday.
ner of Prince Immanuel,
Mr. and Mrs. Onas Thompson, of
James P. Miller, of Hazel, will
near Lebanon church, spent Sunpreach at Coldwater Sunday at
day as the guests of the latter's
2:30 p. as., and Henry Hargis at
brother, Jim Adams, and family.
Hickory Grove, north of Penny,
Mr. Chess Scruggs. of Hazel,
at 10:45 a. m.
Prof. JesVel Cox was 44 on June spent the week with- his grand15. A lawyer said to a girl on daughter, Mrs. Otho Winchester.
Its,''witnessstand: -How old are and Mr. Winchester.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Parks had
you" She said: "49." "Are you
married?" She said. "no, not yet". as their guests Sunday, Marian
Landon. Knox, Republican plat- Davis and Maudline Boswell, of
form is a vinegar pie. You know Brucetdit, Tenn.. Mr. and Mrs.
that "Hoover" swung the britches Lloyd Wilkerson and Mr. and Mrs.
Galon Wilkerson.
off of the farmers_
Goad night
Mr. and Mrs. James Hester Foshoney!
Two boys and two girls came ter, of near Oak Grove, spent Sundown, near Rosin Ridge. a mile a &y with the latter's parents, Mr.
minute and their auto left the and Mrs. George Cole.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tucker, of
highway, plunged through Brack
Underwood's tobacco patch and Midway, are spending the week
turned a somersault in his corn with the former's parents, of near
field. Now, wasn't that cute??' I Hopkinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. Burie Wilson. of
laughed myself sick.-"Eagle",
Memphis, Tenn.. spent last week
end with the latter's parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Billie Dunn, of Midway.
Genie Adams, of St. Louis, spent
Tuesday night in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. George Cole.
We are sorry that Mrs. Roy Pool
and Mrs. Raymond Tidwell, of this

Vs. Judgment
Minnie Waterfield and P. F.
Waterfield,
Defendant
By virtue of a judgment and
order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court. rendered at the April
term thereof, 1936, in the above
cause for the purpose trespaynserie
of $3405.50 and interest thereon at
six per cent per annum from April
1, 1936. and costs herein expended.
I shall proceed to qffer for sale
at the court hguse door in Murray, Kentucky, 'to the highest bidder at public ettletion. on Monday,
the 22nd day oil June, 1936, at 1
o'clock or thereabout (same being county court day), upon a
credit of six months, the following described property, being and
lying in Calloway County, Kentucky, towit:
Beginning at the S. E. corner of
Sec. 11. T. 2, R. 4 E; thence W.
with the S. boundary line of said
Sec., two hundred (200) poles to
a rock; thence N. parallel with the
E. boundary line of said Sec. 11,
eighty (80) poles to a rock; thence
E. on a line parallel with the S.
boundary line of said Sec. two
hundred (200) poles to" the E.
boundary of said Set. line; .thence
S. with said E. boundary line to
the beginning. containing 100 acres.
Recorded in Deed Book 43, page
161.
Also: Known and designated as
a part of the N. E. and S. E. Qrs.
of Sec. 27. T. 2. R. 47E., beginning
on the G. W. Love's N. W. eorner
on a stake an the S. side of the
State Road leading from Murtay
to Hickman; thence W. with said
State Road one hundred and ninety-six (196) feet to a stake on S.
side of said State Road; thence S.
parrallet with said Love's W. line
thre hundred forty-three (343)
feet to stake John Laferes' corner,
thence E. with said Laferer's line
one hundred ninety-six (196) feet
to said Love's S. W. Corner; thence
N. with said Love's line, three
hundred forty-three (343) feet to
beginning. containing
the
11
/
2
acres more or less. ...Except eighty
(80) feet off of the rside heretofore deeded. Also one hundred
(100) feet off of the S. and heretofore deeded off of said land. Deed
recorded in Deed Book W., page
488, said lot being in Murray. KentuCky, on West Main and South
Ninth Streets,
.. For the purchase ,price the p.
chaser must execute bond with
approved securities, bearing legal
interest from the day of sale until paid. having the force and
effect of a judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.--George S. Hart,
Master Commissioner,

community, are both seriously in severely. She was carried to g
but we only hope by the time docW where her wounds were
this goes to print they will be on treated.
the road to recovery.
This brings my program te,olLos....
Mrs. Edgar Wells happened to n close for this week so I will sign
misfortune by falling from a mov- off for the present, hoping to be
• ••
ing car and bruising her knees back next week.---Rose Bud".

Gold Bloom
ICE CREAM
Favorite of the Old and
Young Alike!
Ice cream is the one dessert that pleases everyone. It's rich and satisfying an8 yet it is light"
enough to be perfectly welcome after a big holiday
meal. It's pure and it's wholesome, too, so everyone from Baby to Grandmother can enjoy its deliciousness. Goldbloom ice cream comes in a wide
variety of flavors.

The PICK-UP
that never let's you Down!
Goldbloom Ice Cream, Sherbets and
Novelties can also be ordered
from your Goldbloom
dealer.

City Consumers Co.
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PADUCAH

KENTUCKY

Eat GOLDBLOOM Ice Cream Every
Day in Some Way

7'z'... CAN MAKE
:
fz.
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$ELICIOIJS
DESSERTS
IN YOUR
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR
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You'll find the men folks in your family enthusiastic
boosters of those delightful desserts you can make in
an electric refrigerator.They will be especially welcome
during the hot weather that is to come.
Investigate our easy terms today. Enjoy the con.
veniences of an electric refrigerator while you pay for
it. Learn how tittle it costs per day to operate one. See
the latest models at our store or at your dealer's.

NEW SPECIAL TERMS
Available by Both Dealers and
Ourselves
INVESTIGATE NOW!

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE LIGHT & POWER CO.
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